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e never know what each job will
bring, but we know we can meet the task
with our Altec Cranes.”
Brian and Dave Marcason,
Superior Crane Rental, Inc.
Norwood, NJ

F

or over 75 years, Altec has been the proven

leader in providing truck-mounted equipment
to the utility industry. Now Altec provides that
same design technology to the construction
industry with our hydraulic, truck-mounted
cranes. Backed by the most comprehensive
support network in the industry, our cranes
are designed with integrated safety features to
keep your crews productive and on the job.
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versatility
Whether you’re lifting concrete blocks, spreading gravel or loading and
unloading construction materials, the versatile new Genie® Telehandlers
are essential additions to any fleet.
With a variety of available attachments, Genie’s eight compact and rough
terrain telehandlers give you more options for transporting and placing
materials wherever you need them on the job site.
Plus, every Genie comes with 24/7 service and support from people
who know your business. So when you need versatility, Think Blue.

1-800-536-1800
EMAIL

info@genieind.com |

WEB

genieindustries.com

© 2008 Genie Industries. All rights reserved. Genie® is a registered trademark of Genie Industries, Inc. in the United States of America and many other countries.
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Manufacturers Put
Heavy Focus on
After-the-Sale Service

Katie Parrish

W

ith ConExpo right around the
corner, lifting equipment manufacturers not only plan to introduce a
slew of new products, but improved
service offerings are also high on the priority
list. Genie, JLG, and Manitowoc all plan to roll
out initiatives that emphasize a better return on
investment for their customers.
First reported in the February issue of Lift and
Access, JLG Industries announces plans to make
its service as well-known as its equipment, and
to do so, the company is rebranding its service
and aftermarket businesses under one name:
JLG Ground Support.
Dave Baxter, director of marketing, aftermarket products and services, says the company
reviewed its after-the-sale support offerings and
discovered that while its sales personnel and
experts in the field were focused on providing
aftermarket assistance, individual branding and
handling some divisions as separate entities,
such as ServicePlus, was confusing.
He says one of the most significant changes
will be getting the JLG name into each area of
after-sales support. This will include renaming
several of its operations, such as changing ServicePlus to JLG Service Centers and PartsPlus to
JLG Aftermarket Parts. “No more cute names,”
Baxter says. “We want to keep it simple.”
Additionally, service literature and logos will
have the same look and feel. And when JLG
rolls out a new corporate website this month, its
aftermarket and service offerings will be reorganized, making it easier for users to navigate and
find the services they need.
Genie Industries is also beefing up its aftermarket service support by launching a new
online parts website and joining SmartEquip’s
online parts and ordering network. Genie’s new
“Serial Number Smart” Parts Lookup System
gives equipment owners the parts listings they
need without having to download and navigate
through PDFs. This saves time and eliminates
the guesswork when shopping for parts, says
LiFT ACCESS l March 2008
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Bruce Taber, senior director of quality and aftermarket support.
At the end of the second quarter, Genie will
link into the SmartEquip network to provide
aftermarket support solutions to rental industry customers who utilize SmartEquip’s
fleet support system. The system is designed
to decrease transactional costs, while making
equipment owners and manufacturers operationally more efficient.
Manitowoc will make it known at ConExpo
that Manitowoc Crane Care is much more
than parts replacement and field service by
highlighting its EnCore and E-training programs. EnCore, the rebuild, repair, remanufacture, and exchange program, helps customers
extend the life of their cranes through refurbishment or rebuilding specific components.
Finished products incorporate OEM parts,
restoration to original engineering tolerances,
and complete testing.
EnCore’s supplier partners offer programs for
repairing and returning hydraulic cylinders and
turntable bearings; upgrade of LMIs on certain
products, and an exchange program for crawler
crane torque converters. “By giving crane owners an ‘other-than-new’ part replacement option,
Manitowoc Crane Care is maximizing the value
of the original investment,” says Keith Crider,
director of EnCore and sales for Manitowoc
Crane Care. “And this will also help minimize
lifetime operating costs.”
Manitowoc Crane Care also will emphasize
training modules offered through its online
E-training program, such as basic mechanical
systems, pneumatics, mobile hydraulics, mobile
electrical systems, and AC/DC drives and motors. John Alexander, Manitowoc Crane Care’s
director of training and technical publications
for the Americas, says these courses “are a costeffective way to build basic knowledge.”
Whether it is aftermarket training, parts
support, or redefining service programs, these
manufacturers and many others are targeting
after-sale support to provide a better return on
investment for equipment owners. ■
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in my view

Lucy A. Perry

Certifying As Fast
As They Can in
British Columbia

M

any say British Columbia’s quest to
certify crane operators can’t happen soon enough. The Canadian
province’s plan to have all operators of boom, tower, and mobile cranes hold
a competency certificate was to be in place
last July. The drive was delayed by the sheer
volume of registrants, irking impatient certification proponents. In the midst of this
impatience, an operator’s on-the-job death in
January brings the need for certification front
and center.

“An untimely death in the midst of
establishing this new industrywide
policy only intensifies the need for
certification as soon as possible.”
Currently, crane operators in British Columbia are not required to have any formal
training or experience. If an employer agrees
the operator is competent to run a crane,
that’s all the government needs to know. According to news reports quoting his employer, the crane operator on a major Vancouver
rapid-transit project was certified “by the
project” to run the crane that toppled and
pinned him in the cab.
The death of the operator, who had
worked on that job for five months, has
drawn attention to the issue and prompted
calls for quicker implementation of an operator certification program. Fraser Cocks,
executive director for the BC Association for
Crane Safety (BCACS), says the association
staff is working as fast as it can to launch
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the program and is registering about 50 operators a week. But at 10,000, the number of
registrants is double what was expected.
BCACS is also charged with establishing
ground rules for the process, including written and hands-on exams that must be passed
by July. It is sending assessment teams to
jobsites to test registrants in the cranes they
run every day, alleviating the need for operators to travel to other testing facilities.
BCACS is also responsible for establishing crane operator standards and seeing
that certification is deemed “official.” As the
non-profit organization gets deeper into the
operator processing phase, other organizations are stepping in to help. One agency, the
B.C. Industry Training Authority (BCITA),
is working to determine a standard.
BCITA’s apprenticeship training body
will also accredit the certification, and as it is
a government agency, will lend more weight
to the certification, says Cocks. He adds that
the groups are still working out the details,
but his organization welcomes the help.
In taking on this massive task, BCACS
understood its role would be as the industry’s
voice in outlining the credentialing aspect.
But in moving forward, it has the lion’s share
of the process. Cocks says the association has
been wanting and expecting to see more participation by the provincial government.
Implementing the certification process
itself is a huge task to undertake. With 10,000
operators waiting to be licensed, any organization would consider seeking outside help.
An untimely death in the midst of striving to
establish this new industrywide policy only
intensifies the need for certification as soon
as possible. n

See us at
CONEXPO
Booth G-140

PUTS HARD-TO-REACH
WITHIN REACH.

THE NEW TH255 SUPER COMPACT TELEHANDLER IS CAT TO THE CORE!
From placing pallets of masonry block to loading and unloading materials, the new Cat ® TH255 super compact
telehandler provides all the comfort, maneuverability and versatility you need when working in smaller spaces.
With more extended reach than skid steers or compact wheel loaders, this compact machine’s got 5,500 lb capacity
and up to 18 ft of lift height. And for added productivity, a universal coupling system is compatible with many skid
steer attachments. The TH255 is built with the quality and power you’ve come to expect from Cat. Contact your
Cat Dealer today or visit www.cat-telehandlers.com/construction9
www.cat.com

© 2008 Caterpillar. All rights reserved. CAT, CATERPILLAR, their respective logos and “Caterpillar Yellow,” as well as
corporate and product identity used herein, are trademarks of Caterpillar and may not be used without permission.
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shop talk
Field Service Vehicles Can Greatly
Differentiate Your Rental Business
Bruce Bowman

A

lmost all of our decisions as a rental business are centered on
maintaining and attracting customers, and keeping them happy
ensures they continue to be loyal customers.
Star Equipment is run on the key tenets of good customer service. An
important part of that is being meticulous about equipment maintenance
and providing around-the-clock customer care that quickly addresses
breakdowns. Star Equipment, based in Des Moines, Iowa, with several
other Iowa locations, specializes in renting many kinds of equipment,
including telehandlers, forklifts, cranes, and other types of lifting and
general construction equipment. Our focus on equipment maintenance
means that our service trucks are some of the most important pieces of
equipment in our fleet – even though we don’t rent them.

Dedicated field service vehicles

The importance of keeping a well-maintained fleet should be obvious to any rental operation. But many companies don’t realize that a
good equipment-maintenance program should include buying at least
one dedicated field service vehicle.
When you get the call that a customer’s productivity has plummeted
because of a broken piece of equipment, you have to be able to get to
the jobsite and fix it immediately.
No matter how well we maintain
our rental equipment, it breaks down.
That’s just the nature of the business.
But our customers’ downtime affects
their bottom line, and therefore it affects ours. It’s our responsibility to get
equipment up and running as fast as possible when it stops working.
The key to a successful on-the-job maintenance and service program
is a quality service truck stocked with the right parts and tools. Star
Equipment owns two mechanics trucks and one lube truck in order to
better serve our rental customers. We believe so much in the value of
field service that we are a service truck distributor in addition to being
a rental operation. We sell service trucks and cranes manufactured by
Iowa Mold Tooling Co. Inc., so our mechanics trucks are IMT Dominator® units and our lube truck is an IMT SiteStar® unit.
Our service trucks have been invaluable to us throughout the
years, and they are in charge of maintaining our $4.5 million rental
fleet. Star Equipment will celebrate its 40th anniversary in 2008, and
we’ve been using mechanics trucks to service our rental equipment
for almost 30 years.
Bruce Bowman is president of Star Equipment, Des Moines, Iowa.
and
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Without a doubt, using service trucks is a major differentiating factor
for us. Traditionally, service has been what’s made our rental business
a success. We strive to achieve more than 95-percent uptime on our
equipment. We maintain that through our maintenance and service of
the equipment, both at the shop and on the jobsite. Maintenance is of
the utmost importance to having a successful rental company.
Our maintenance program directly affects our bottom line. Star
Equipment’s main goal is to help our customers be profitable – avoiding downtime – and this, in turn, helps us stay profitable.
There are many ways for equipment to be lucrative, from fuel economy to cycle time. But equipment that doesn’t run certainly doesn’t
make our customers money, so the quality of the equipment doesn’t
matter if it’s costing them downtime. To us, customer service depends
on offering the total package: Keeping the equipment running, keeping the customer happy, and being there when they need us.
There’s no question that having mechanics and lube trucks ready and
waiting has helped in our day-to-day rental operations. Service trucks are
set up to respond to customer calls
quickly. With more than $10,000 in
parts on each service truck, we can
generally fix more than 90 percent of
everything we run into right there on
the jobsite – even when the only thing
we know for sure before we arrive is,
“It’s broke and I need it now.”
It’s hard to put an exact dollar figure on how much service vehicles
have improved our bottom line, but
they have definitely improved both
our response time to the jobsite and our uptime on the rental side.
One of the ways service vehicles have improved Star Equipment’s
bottom line is it gives us an edge. Traditionally, when a rental company gets a call from a customer saying that the equipment he rented
has broken down, the most common plan of attack – if the company
doesn’t own a mechanics truck – is to drop off a new piece of equipment at the jobsite and take the broken-down machine back to the
shop. That’s only if the same equipment is available. If it’s not, then the
rental house has to haul the equipment to the shop, fix it, and try to
get it back to the customer before downtime has become a big enough
issue to keep the customer from ever coming back.
Rental companies that have service trucks do not face this scenario.
When a customer knows that Rental Shop A saved him many hours
of downtime over Rental Shop B, where do you think he’s going to
go next time? Every dollar you save your customers by sparing them
downtime is a dollar that’s going to come back to you. ■

View the new Snorkel range at:
CONEXPO, Booth #G-117
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safety talk
A92.7: Lost but
Not Forgotten
Bob Backer

M

arch 19 marks the fourth meeting of the ANSI/SIA A92.7-1990
(R 1998) Airline Ground Support Vehicle-Mounted Vertical
Lift Devices subcommittee since I became
chairperson in 2005. Unfortunately, A92.7
has lacked participation for a number of
years. The depressed airline economics
from bankruptcies, reduction in forces, fuel
pricing, and utilization of indirect labor that
ultimately impacts the bottom line have all
been used as excuses for not participating
in such meetings.
Because of the lack of involvement, there
have been no major changes to A92.7 in
more than 18 years. A reprint was made
10 years ago without subsequent modifications; it touched slightly on responsibilities
of various entities and impressed even less
on training. The standard has never had a
separate Manual of Responsibilities like the
more current A92 standards.
Unlike other subcommittees, which conduct their gathering concurrent with the
main A92 meeting in the fall, I have elected
to coordinate my meetings with the Aviation
Industry Expo to gain attendance and focus
for upgrading this standard. This exposition
is where many airline-related businesses
meet, which is an opportunity for the subcommittee to gain membership and exposure. A full-day prior to the A92.7 meeting
is spent garnering interest from attendees.
Bob Backer is vice president of product development for Blazing Technologies, New Morgan, Pa., an engineering and manufacturing
company specializing in electric- and hydraulic-powered utility vehicles and customengineered products. Backer has more than
35 years development and testing experience
with cranes, forklifts, telehandlers, and aerial
work platforms. He is employed as an expert
and consultant, and he is an AWPT-accredited
instructor for scissor and boom lifts. He can be
reached at bbacker@blazingtech.net.
and
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Airline industry focus

The ANSI A92.7 standard represents specialty vehicles often used at airports that lift
vertically, typically with a scissor mechanism.
Once raised, the propel circuit is locked out
so no drive motion can be introduced. The
chassis can be either a commercial-type truck
or a custom design, depending on its precise requirements. Some of the more common vehicles are catering and cabin service
trucks, which traverse an environment often
congested with planes and baggage-handling
equipment and are subject to 80-mph plus
jet blasts. They have to work within inches of
aircraft with precise care and handling. Fall
protection and fall restraint can have a whole
new meaning with respect to some of these
specialty vehicles.
In addition to attending several aviation
shows since becoming the subcommittee
chair, I had an opportunity to visit with operators of various A92.7-compliant equipment at
the Philadelphia International Airport. From
what I’ve read in domestic and international
ground support-handling magazines and
learned from interviewing operators, it appears that their main focus is ground accident
prevention with respect to the plane, which is
obviously very important, but seems to lack
regard for the operators of the vehicles relative to their direct safety and the importance
of vehicle training. While I am sure manufacturers offer safety training at the time of
purchase, I have not been able to ascertain
an overall confidence for sustained operator
training and safety of this specialized equipment. This gives even more reason to press
for an update of the ANSI A92.7 standard,
which will ultimately glean from the relevant
work of its sister subcommittees.

Forthcoming progress

Progress is being made as expeditiously
as possible through the efforts of the A92.7

subcommittee members. Currently, we are
working on the following points.
• Improve Airline Industry Awareness:
By virtue of this article and the Scaffold Industry Association (SIA), the secretariat for
A92, the efforts of this subcommittee have
become more and better recognized.
• Increase Membership and Participation:
Our membership has doubled over the past
three years with several non-member participants attending the meeting. The focus
is on more airlines, which are the greatest
owners and users of this equipment. Delta
and United have been loyal members of this
subcommittee, but we continue to work at
becoming acquainted with the right people
to share our work with.
• Expand the Scope: The most current issue
of this standard from 1990 includes catering, ground, and cabin service, as well as
maintenance vehicles. At our last meeting,
we expanded the scope to include specialty
vehicles that are not drivable while elevated,
which includes ambulatory, water/lavatory,
and re-fuelers having vertical lifts as attachments. Furthermore, we adopted drivable
vehicles while elevated, such as container
pallet loaders and wheelchair assistance
equipment that have a need for defined
travel while elevated.
• Promote Operator Safety Through Sustained Training: This, in part, will happen
as a result of the Manual of Responsibilities, which will become an addendum to the
forthcoming revised standard that will be
required to be placed in every vehicle. From
this, we will encourage ongoing operator
safety and training for all vehicles via the
manufacturer or bona fide training institutes that I personally will be promoting as
chairperson of this committee.
Although we are not there yet, the ANSI
A92.7 subcommittee has a goal to submit a
comprehensive draft to the next level of the
ANSI process after the March meeting. For
those interested in attending, it will be held
at the Hyatt Regency Dallas on March 19
from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Please contact Sarah
Haines at 602-257-1144 at SIA for registration and more information. ■

VERSATILITY
REDEFINED
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LEO 23GT Spiderlift

you get four Lifts
for the Price of one!
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Multi power: Diesel,
Propane, 110V, 220V or
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t

Articulates and telescopes
at the same time

t

Corner mounted basket
allows work around
corners

t
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adjustable tracks

t

LEO 23GT Advantages:

8.8 PSI floor loading

t

Trailerable with a pick up
truck, van or SUV

Free
Replaces cumbersome trailer and truck mounted lifts,
with one versatile and fast lift.
Other lifts from 40-166 ft.
also available!

HiViz
Vest Style
Fall Arrest/
Work Belt with
every lift purchase!
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Now Airports, Atriums,
Auditoriums, Hotels, Malls,
Sport facilities, Amusement
and Water Parks, Churches,
Schools, Rental Stores, Cities,
Parks, Cemeteries or Tree
Departments can use one lift for
all needs, indoors or outdoors.

News & Reviews
M A N U FAC T U R E R S

Telehandler Challenge
Winner Drives Away
with a Harley
Jason Hershberger, a second-generation
telehandler operator with Herschberger
Steel Erectors of Abbeville, S.C., won the
Telehandler Skills Competition at this year’s
World of Concrete in Las Vegas, Nev. The
competition, sponsored for the first time by
Pettibone, Baraga, Mich., drew 36 skilled
competitors from across the country and was
designed to test the skill, accuracy, and finesse
each competitor had while operating either a
Pettibone Extendo Series 8044 or a Pettibone
Traverse Series T8044.
After the preliminary competition, the
top two finishers from day one and top three
finishers from day two returned to repeat the
two-stage course in semi-finals. The semifinalists included Hershberger (pictured); Len
Mackowiak of Midwest Masonry, Alsip, Ill.;
Chris Hartman of Hartman Construction
in Unityville, Pa.; and Chris Yeghoian and
James Hendricks, both of R.E. Serrano in
Martinez, Calif. As the two top scorers in the

		
		

LIFTS

in Action

Mobile Versatility
The multi-purpose JLG Mobile Stock Picker is a
machine that is not only designed for stock picking, but
can also be used for overhead maintenance and repair
applications. Because of its versatility, Airmar Technology Corporation purchased a JLG model 20MSP to use at
its Milford, N.H., facility.
Airmar Technology Corp. has been making ultrasonic
transducers for the marine industry for 25 years, and
Herb Willard has been the maintenance supervisor for
the last 20. “After analyzing our needs to reach overhead
areas, we decided it was time to modernize and get rid
of the ladder we had been using since the company first
opened its doors,” said Willard. “The company’s goal was
to purchase a lift with a working height of 26 feet that
could be used for picking stock and performing overhead
maintenance and repairs throughout our plant.”
After seeing demonstrations of various brands of
and
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semi-finals, Hershberger and Yeghoian then
competed a third and final time to determine
the overall champion.
Judges determined that Hershberger had
performed most consistently. He won a 2008
Harley-Davidson Fat Bob motorcycle, valued
at $15,000. Yeghoian won a $500 Visa gift card
for his second-place finish.

Genie Invests in New
Aftermarket Programs
As part of a significant aftermarket service
support plan, Genie Industries, Redmond,
Wash., has launched an online parts website
and has joined the SmartEquip online parts
and ordering network. The company also
appointed a parts support person in the field.

stock pickers, the company chose the JLG version because
of its full-size electric drive motors, single heavy-duty
joystick and its rugged design. “Airmar produces highquality components, and that makes it easy for us to
recognize other high-quality products. JLG exceeded our
expectations for high quality,” said Willard.
After using the 20MSP for several months, Willard
said he enjoys the precise control of the drive and lift
functions that the single joystick offers. He also likes the
machine’s narrow width that allows it to pass through
almost all areas of the plant, and the solid feeling it provides when elevated.
“JLG engineers its mobile stock pickers with productivity and safety,” said Jeff Ford, product parent for
JLG. “The mast has a larger cross section than similar
products, a closer tolerance between the slide pads in
each mast section. This produces a more rigid platform
when elevated.”
According to Willard, the 20MSP is more rigid, safer
than climbing a ladder, and more efficient. “An employee of ours who uses the 20MSP for picking stock told me
that the machine increased his productivity by about
200 percent,” he said. “When you combine that increased

Genie’s new “Serial Number Smart” Parts
Lookup System is a user-friendly website with
intuitive search functions that gives customers
the parts listings they need without having
to download and navigate through PDF files.
This system can be accessed through
http://www.genieindustries.com/manuals.asp.
“Customers will be able to save time, search
more efficiently and effectively, and eliminate
the guesswork when shopping for parts,” said
Bruce Taber, senior director of quality and
aftermarket support at Genie Industries.
Genie also recently joined the SmartEquip
network to provide aftermarket support
solutions to rental industry customers who
utilize SmartEquip’s fleet support system. “For
fleet users of Genie’s equipment, joining the
network will provide a powerful and accurate
way to ensure that the equipment they have
invested in is up and running,” said Taber. The
system is designed to decrease transactional
costs, while making both equipment owners
and manufacturers operationally more
efficient. This capability is targeted for launch
at the end of the second quarter.
Genie has also appointed Bob Sartini to
serve as dedicated parts support in the field.
Acting in the role of liaison, Sartini will visit
customers throughout the country in order to

productivity with the ability to use the machine for both
stock picking and performing overhead repairs and
maintenance, it makes me wish we had gotten the
20MSP sooner. It’s a really versatile machine.”

360

For up-to-date lifting equipment news, subscribe to

Tulsa Chain Opens
Online Store

Tulsa Chain, Tulsa, Okla., has developed a
new website, www.RiggingSuperStore.com,
for companies to research and securely
purchase rigging supplies online from the
industry’s top manufacturers.
Products offered include all grades and
styles of chain and fittings, wire rope slings,
synthetic slings and tie downs, hoists, clamps,
winches, and more. With this website, Tulsa
Chain offers a one-stop shopping website for
users worldwide.

Crane Segment Leads
Sales for Manitowoc

The Manitowoc Company, Manitowoc, Wis.,
announced records for net sales and earnings
per share for the quarter that ended Dec. 31,
2007. The company attributes its success to
robust global construction activity.
“Manitowoc Crane Group continues to
serve as our primary growth driver,” said Glen
Tellock, Manitowoc’s president and CEO. The
global network of manufacturing and service
facilities allows Manitowoc to be a preferred
lifting equipment provider in established and
emerging markets, he said, and much of its
planned 2008 capital expenditures will enable
Manitowoc to meet strong demand and
delivery schedules.
Fourth-quarter 2007 net sales in the crane
segment increased 56 percent to $945.5 million,
while the company’s net sales for the quarter
totaled $1.1 billion – an increase of 44 percent
from the fourth quarter of 2006.
The crane segment’s operating earnings for
the fourth quarter of 2007 increased 83 percent
to $141.7 million, from $77.6 million in the
same period last year. Backlog totaled $2.9
billion at Dec. 31, 2007, an increase of 8 percent
from Sept. 30, 2007, and up 88 percent from
the same time period in 2006.

JLG Enhances
Service Offerings

JLG Industries has a new vision: For its
services to be known as well as its equipment,
which will, in turn, produce a better return
on investment for its customers. In order to
accomplish this goal, the McConnellsburg,
Pa.-based company is rebranding its service
and aftermarket businesses under one brand
name, JLG Ground Support.
First reported in the February issue of Lift
and Access, this new initiative reinforces and
underscores the company’s commitment to
this part of its business and further strengthens the JLG brand.
According to Dave Baxter, director of marketing, aftermarket products and services, the
most significant changes to rebranding JLG’s
aftermarket and service options will be getting
the JLG name into each area of after-the-sale
support. This will include renaming several of
its operations, such as changing ServicePlus

to JLG Service Centers and PartsPlus to JLG
Aftermarket Parts. “No more cute names,”
Baxter said. “We want to keep it simple.”
He added that a major enhancement is
being designed for JLG Training with the
incorporation of a Learning Management
System. JLG will have select courses and prerequisite modules
available online,
and students will
be able to register
for courses online
and maintain
their training history with an individual
account, he said.
Additionally, service literature and logos
will have the same look and feel. And when
JLG rolls out a new corporate website this
month, its aftermarket and service offerings
will be reorganized, making it easier for users
to navigate and find the services they need.
Attributes of the new program include
enhanced personnel expertise, increased
responsiveness to service, and added

GRADE 100, 1
STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE
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First G100 1" (26mm) Chain
and Components on the market

!!



+ 25% WLL
Compared to G80



Components are
Orange Powder Coated

NEW!



Meets NACM 4:1
design factor



Meets NACM Standard
for heat resistance (400˚ F)

In the industry!



Meets ASTM Standard
fatigue-test for G100

For all your lifting equipment questions:

1 . 800 . 526 . 3924

Pewag G100 ‘Winner’
Largest Selection of G100 Chains and Components on the Market

Pewag Inc.
281 Shore Drive, Unit A & B
Burr Ridge, Illinois 60527
1· 800 · 526 · 3924
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gather important customer feedback that will
improve the aftermarket support program.
These aftermarket programs come in addition to Genie’s recent acquisition of Phoenix
Equipment, a Waco, Texas, company that
specializes in the refurbishment of used aerial
and telehandler equipment.

at LiftandAccess.com.
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Up-N-Atom Retriever Truck Bed Makes
Efficient Deliveries for Kropp Equipment

Raising your
business for over
20 Years
Dealer Alliance Corp.
We buy, sell and trade:
• Scissor Lifts
• Boom Lifts
• Reach Forklifts
• Skidsteers

Serving the worldwide construction
equipment industry since 1983.

866.591.5438
815.282.6100
aeriallifts.net

	Kropp Equipment Inc., Schererville, Ill., makes a commitment to
customer satisfaction, and in doing
so, the company has grown to be one
of the largest independent aerial lift
rental houses in the Midwest. Currently, it has four branches, 800 rental
machines, and 10 delivery trucks.
Traditionally, Kropp Equipment
used rollback trucks and beaver-tail-type semi trailers to pick up and deliver its aerial lifts, which required
drivers to take extra time to lower the bed; winch, load, and chain equipment; and raise the bed. Kurt
Kropp, co-owner, says the entire organization seeks new innovations and labor-reducing devices, and the
company purchased the patented Retriever truck bed from Up-N-Atom, Wakesha, Wis., to save time and
improve safety. Kropp found that by using the Retriever, it cut loading and unloading time in half.
Retriever has a patented curved-and-hinged deck that provides for a shallow load angle, which
makes the heaviest, most bulky equipment faster and easier to load and eliminates damaging breakover when loading tracked equipment and smaller-type equipment.
Additionally, the deck is powered by the truck’s own air system. No hydraulics are used to lift and
lower the deck, so there are no breakdowns, hose or fitting problems, fluid spills, high maintenance
costs, or cold-weather operating troubles. And the weight saved by eliminating hydraulics increases
the Retriever’s payload capacity.
With Retriever, Kropp can now load and chain equipment in less time. With 80 to 100 loads per
week per truck, the company saves time and money with the Retriever and loads equipment more
efficiently and safely. With length and load-height advantages, Retriever can take shorter routes and
negotiate tight passageways through areas like downtown Chicago jobsites.
convenience to equipment owners by
increasing the capacity of service personnel
in areas with greater needs. Baxter added
that JLG Ground Support not only places an
emphasis on machine and service performance, but it also focuses on an all-out effort
from JLG’s service and aftermarket team.
P ers o nnel

AmQuip Appoints
Chief Financial Officer

Philadelphia, Pa.-based AmQuip has
announced that Robert Schiller has been
appointed chief financial officer and vice
president of AmQuip Crane
Rental LLC.
Schiller has an extensive background in
construction-related
organizations and leading
process improvement initiaRobert Schiller tives. Previously, Schiller
served as CFO at Devcon International, a
and
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security, construction and materials company.
From 1999 to 2006, Schiller was previously
controller and vice president of internal audit
at NationsRent. From 1989 to 1999, Schiller
served in the capacities of regional controller
and director of internal audit at The IT Group,
an environmental services and remediation
company. Schiller is a certified public accountant and has a MBA in accounting from
Pace University.
According to Frank Bardonaro, president of
AmQuip, Schiller’s knowledge of multi-branch
facilities and experience in evaluating potential
acquisitions “will be a valuable asset to us as
we continue to grow and expand our North
American operations.”

LJ Crane & Rigging
Adds Managers to Staff

The Cranston, R.I.-based LJ Companies,
which includes LJ Crane & Rigging, LJ Heavy
Hauling, and LJ Specialized Logistics, has
added Brian Dempsey, Scott Mogavero, and

Sign up for Lift and Access Online! Go to LiftandAccess.com, and click on “Subscribe now for FREE.”

dealers

Caterpillar Designates
JLG a Preferred Vendor

JLG Industries, McConnellsburg, Pa., has
been named a 2008 Cat Rental Store preferred vendor. Each year, Caterpillar reviews
and selects companies based on a review of
their products features and benefits, product
support capabilities, training and distribution
capabilities and Cat dealer satisfaction survey
performance.
“At the end of the process, we feel that
we have selected 45 preferred vendors that
embody our vision of partnering with the
best,” said Jim Grasse, global allied products
program manager for Caterpillar.
“We are pleased to once again be named
to the Cat Rental Store preferred vendor list,”
said Craig Paylor, president, JLG Industries.
“Our long-term partnership with Caterpillar provides JLG the opportunity to offer
Cat Rental Stores worldwide with quality
aerial equipment products and services. This
selection mirrors JLG’s vision to partner with
world-class manufacturers.”

Elliott Partners with
H&E in California

Omaha, Neb.-based Elliott Equipment Co.
recently named H&E Equipment Services its
authorized dealer in California. As a full-service Elliott dealer, H&E will provide new and
used equipment sales, rental, service, parts, and
warranty. Currently, H&E has four locations in
AWPTLift&AccessMarch08v3
6/2/08
California
with stores in La Mirada, San
Diego,
Fontana, and Bakersfield.

IMT Distributor
Launches Nationwide
Rental Program

QT Equipment, Akron, Ohio, has launched
a nationwide rental program for service
equipment, making it one of the country’s
only locations to rent mechanics trucks, lube
2:00
1
trucks,pmandPage
articulating
cranes. QT Equipment
is a distributor for Iowa Mold Tooling, Garner,

Aerial platforms

+

AWPT trained operators

=

Safer effective work at
height
The IPAF training program is the most successful and widely recognized in the world. It has
already trained thousands and thousands of operators in the safe and productive use of modern
platforms – and its PAL Card is recognized everywhere as proof of high quality training.
This training is available in North America from AWPT-approved training centers. AWPT is
IPAF’s North American subsidiary. Safety legislation everywhere increasingly demands training
to a recognized level and the AWPT program meets or exceeds the intent of the new
international standard, ISO 18878.
Your business relies on the productivity of your operators as well as safety. So insist on
market leading operator training for operators to get every job at height done effectively and
with maximum safety.
www.awpt.org
Contact us for your nearest AWPT Training Center,
how to become an AWPT Training Center, or how
to join IPAF or simply to find out how we can
help your business:

AERIAL WORK PLATFORM TRAINING

Promoting the safe and

effective use of powered access
Aerial Work Platform Training, Inc.
225 Placid Drive, Schenectady, NY 12303
Tel: +1 518-280-2486 mail@awpt.org www.awpt.org
A subsidiary of
info@ipaf.org www.ipaf.org
AWPT operator training meets or
exceeds OSHA and ANSI standards.

Visit the IPAF Safety Zone at CONEXPO
Booth SZ1000, Green Lot
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Frank Bonzani as territory managers for crane
service and rentals.
Dempsey, Mogavero and Bonzani will
initially be reporting to Joshua Wilbur,
director of field operations for LJ. “We are
very pleased to have Brian, Scott and Frank
joining LJ,” said Paul Fioravanti, vice president
and COO. “The addition of these gentlemen
is consistent with our business plan of offering
our customers the best equipment and the best
people in the industry. Through the addition
of Brian Dempsey, Scott Mogavero, and Frank
Bonzani, LJ plans to expand its presence in the
Massachusetts and Connecticut market areas
and within the mobile crane, tower crane, and
crawler crane market segments.”
The company said the change will be seamless, and customers can look forward to gaining
access to LJ’s larger fleet and expanded capabilities throughout North America. The company
has more than two dozen additional pieces of
equipment on order for 2008 and 2009 to better
serve an ever-expanding list of customers in
the Northeast and throughout North America.
Fioravanti said the company plans to continue
its expansion by acquiring and integrating other
competitors that share its strategic objectives
and perspectives on the industry.

u News
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Sunbelt Teams Up with Fall Protection OEM to Develop Harness
Sunbelt Rentals, Fort Mill, S.C., and Web
Devices, Houston, Texas, have teamed up to develop
a new driver’s harness for the rental company.
Jeff Stachowiak, national safety manager for
Sunbelt Rentals, wanted a safety harness his drivers would not have to take on and off. The new
fluorescent green reflective vest harness/lanyard
was designed specifically for Sunbelt drivers. The
new harness has an adjustable lanyard, which can
be shortened to the shortest length of about 4 feet
– now a Sunbelt requirement. This keeps the driver
in the basket should he experience a catapulting
event. The shorter length makes the lanyard more
manageable and also eliminates a tripping hazard.
The lightweight reflective vest slips on like a
jacket and is complete with a Sunbelt logo patch.
The new easy-to-open, double-locking, pincerstyle snap-hook meets ANSI Z-359 standards. The

Iowa, and its fleet of rental service equipment
consists of IMT Dominator® mechanics trucks,
IMT SiteStar® lube trucks, and IMT articulating cranes, as well as the QT lube trailer.
“The rental option is great for our customers
who want the benefits of field service but aren’t
quite ready to purchase their own equipment
or who need a temporary fill-in unit,” said
Doug Root, owner of QT Equipment.

Customers will have immediate access
to service equipment while replacing a
wrecked truck or waiting for a new service
truck to be built. Other customer benefits
include avoiding capital expenditures
and having project-by-project flexibility.
Customers also can predict the total cost
of ownership with the QT Equipment
maintenance program.
In addition to lube trucks, articulating
cranes and QT Equipment-manufactured
lube trailers, certain IMT Dominator
mechanics trucks are available for rent.
“We also have buyout options available if
customers want to rent service trucks or articulating cranes on a trial basis,” Root said.
QT Equipment requires a minimum rental
of four weeks on its service equipment.
and
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Empire Crane Adds
Two Branches

Empire Crane, Syracuse, N.Y., has opened
two new branch locations in order to serve
its expanding customer base in the New
England and New Jersey areas.
The first new facility is located in
Netcong, N.J., and the second is located in
Wrentham, Mass., outside of Boston. Both
facilities have certified technicians and
equipment on-site to service customer units
either at the location or in the field.
The expansion allows Empire Crane to
better cover its Northeast territory for sales
and service. With the two new locations,
Empire Crane will have the ability to more
quickly answer emergency service calls and
also to have a location to display and demonstrate cranes to its Northeastern customers.
Empire Crane is the authorized dealer for
the complete Terex Cranes line, in addition
to Mantis, Grove Yard Boss, and Elliott
boom trucks.

Bigge Represents
Terex in the West

Terex Cranes, Waverly, Iowa, has selected
Bigge Equipment Co., San Leandro, Calif., to
represent its brands in seven western states.
New territories include Alaska, Arizona,

snap-hook opens from front instead of the bottom
and is designed to be easily actuated with a gloved
hand. When not in use, the hook can be clipped
to a conveniently located loop on the front of
the vest. The harness features quick-connect leg
straps for the user’s convenience. Once the leg
straps are adjusted, the harness is fast and easy
to get into.
The lanyard is connected directly to the harness,
eliminating the additional D-ring and snap-hook
at the back, reducing weight and doing away with
the lump in the user’s back when he sits. The back
lanyard attachment point has also been lengthened, preventing the energy-absorbing pack from
poking the wearer in the back, allowing the driver
to wear the harness all day without discomfort.
The harness/lanyard is currently available from
Web Devices, 800/262-4891.
California, Oregon, Utah, Washington,
and Wyoming. According to Terex, Bigge
was selected on its ability to supply cranes
with premium service, including delivery,
assembly and training, field service, and
after-sales support.
A ss o ciati o ns

AEM Praises Economic
Stimulus Package

The Association of Equipment Manufacturers (AEM) has released a statement applauding
the quick action on the economic stimulus
package. The package will help the overall
economy by helping equipment manufacturers
stay productive and keep providing jobs.
The proposal contains two provisions of
importance to AEM member companies. The
bonus depreciation change allows businesses to
deduct 50 percent of the cost of new equipment
the year it is placed in service. The Section 179
expensing limits increase will allow small- and
medium-sized businesses to fully expense
new equipment up to $250,000 as soon as it is
purchased. Both provisions will reduce the current year cost of new machines and equipment
and spur investment in new capital goods.
AEM applauds the work put forth to prepare
this legislation. “We now urge the Senate and
House to quickly pass the proposal so the
economy can begin to reap the benefits,” said
AEM President Dennis Slater.

Check out Lift and Access’ booth at ConExpo, booth G-310 in the Gold Lot.

More than six months after its entry into the
North American market, Aerial Work Platform
Training’s Click It! Campaign made its debut
to the rental industry last month at The
Rental Show. AWPT’s new safety campaign

encourages all users of boom-type platforms to
wear full body harnesses with a short lanyard
attached to a suitable anchor point.
Similar to successful campaigns that encourage people to wear seatbelts, Click It! came
from companies frustrated with the fact that
AWP operators are dying in boom lifts because

they are not wearing a harness that would keep
them from being thrown from the platform. To
remind and encourage operators and equipment owners to wear a harness, AWPT has
printed stickers that can be placed where they
can be seen by all occupants in the platform.
AWPT’s Click It! Campaign has received
the approval of the Scaffold Industry Association, and several rental companies, including
Sunbelt, NES, and Midwest Aerials, are onboard with the campaign and pasting stickers
on boom-type lifts in their fleets. Skyjack also
is adding the sticker on each new boom lift
it rolls out. According to Tony Groat, North
American membership development director, AWPT has received an endless request
for Click It! stickers from North American
companies in the industrial and construction
markets that are recognizing the campaign as
a way to enhance boom lift safety.
At ConExpo, the IPAF Safety Zone
(Booth SZ1000, West Blue Lot) will feature a
demonstration on the dangers of not wearing
a harness in boom lifts. The 15-minute show
will run at regular intervals and give practical
advice on the correct way to use a harness.

A c q uisiti o ns

Ramsey Industries
Acquires Eskridge

Ramsey Industries, Tulsa, Okla., has acquired Eskridge, Olathe, Kan., which designs,
manufactures, and markets planetary gear
drives, auger drives, and multiple-disc brakes.
Ramsey Industries is comprised of Auto
Crane and Ramsey Winch. Eskridge will
form a third subsidiary in Kansas City.
“Our vision is to become a global leader
in all of the markets we serve by providing innovative solutions to our customers’
requirements with high-quality, on-time and
cost-effective products,” said Bruce Barron,
CEO of Ramsey Industries. “The acquisition
of Eskridge brings us one step closer to the
accomplishment of that goal.”
According to Geoff Spillane, principal for
New Canaan, Conn.-based Gridiron Capital,
the private equity firm that acquired Ramsey
Industries last year, the two companies have
little overlap in their product lines, and
opportunities exist to leverage distribution. ■
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AWPT’s Click It!
Campaign Makes Rental
Industry Debut at ARA

New Products
JLG AccuPlace with Ride Control

w At ConExpo, JLG Industries, McConnellsburg, Pa., will introduce the
AccuPlace with Ride Control option. This new control system technology and suspension system will be available in June as a built-to-order
optional package on new G10-55A and G12-55A telehandlers.
AccuPlace allows operators with any level of experience to pick
and place materials easily
through the linear movement of the boom. With a
single joystick motion, the
load can move vertically up
the side of a building and
shift straight out horizontally. Essentially, this system
offers many of the same
benefits of a traversing boom telehandler in a fixed boom design.
The controls are similar to standard G10-55A and G12-55A controls,
with the exception of a button on the joystick that allows the operator to switch between AccuPlace mode and standard mode. With AccuPlace switched on, machine movements are less jarring, making it
more comfortable for the operator. Telehandler boom speeds also are
12-percent quicker, so the operator can place the load and move on.
According to Rebecca Yates, telehandler specialist, incorporating
distributed hydraulics is the primary reason JLG is able to offer AccuPlace. The distributed hydraulic system does not require a main valve
bank to control the flow of hydraulic oil. Instead, there is a single loop of
hosing with one hose going into and out of each actuator. Because of
this system’s design, there are fewer connections and fewer leak points,
which minimizes potential for problems and maintenance downtime.
AccuPlace also improves auxiliary hydraulic flow by 25 percent, which
increases performance of attachments, such as augers and sweepers.
The other feature in this package is Ride Control, which is a suspension system for the boom. Yates said by adding an accumulator, Ride
Control provides better support for the load on the forks, keeping it
from being dropped, and the machine can travel faster with the load.
www.jlg.com

LAB Lube-A-Pak

w Indianapolis, Ind.-based LAB, LLC, provider
of Lube-A-Boom® specialty lubricants, introduces the Lube-A-Pak™, which contains
one of each of LAB’s products in a handy
carrying carton. Contents include a LubeA-Boom cartridge, Lube-A-Boom aerosol,
Lube-A-Boom Dry Film® aerosol, Lube-ARope™ wire rope aerosol, and Lube-A-Gear®
open gear aerosol.
www.lubeaboom.com

Haulotte HB86 TJ+ Boom

w The Haulotte Group, L’Horme, France, has introduced its new Big
Boom HB86 TJ+. The machine has a telescopic jib that offers an additional reach of 16'5" to work in challenging environments.
The HB86TJ+ is designed to make the operator’s work easier in a
wide range of working environments, thanks to its narrow fixedand
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Highlights of the latest lifting equipment
and component introductions.
width frame, an oscillating axle,
and differential wheel lock. The
machine boasts an outreach of
75'6" and an 8-foot platform.
The machine also has the capacity to lift loads of up to 772 pounds quickly, and proportional controls allow access to hard-to-reach work sites.
With its hexagonal cross section in high elastic modulus
steel, the boom and jib are exceptionally rigid, providing
greater stability to the HB86 TJ+ for improved operator
comfort. The proportional movements and self-leveling system also add to the operator’s comfort. The big
boom HB86 TJ+ also benefits from the new generational
control panel used in the HB135JRT.
www.haulotte.com

Hirschmann Scalable Mobile Controller

w Hirschmann Automation and Control (PAT),
Chambersburg, Pa., introduces its Scalable
Mobile Controller. The system was designed
to control and monitor machine function as
well as offer the option of load moment indication. The versatility of the system allows it
to be installed on virtually any machine. This scalable approach allows
it to be used in any application from monitoring standard control functions to the most complicated custom control solution.
www.hirschmann-usa.com

Bil-Jax Apex Series PT 10 Vertical Lift

w Bil-Jax, Archbold, Ohio, launched the 10'1" PT 10 push-around vertical lift at The Rental Show, the first unit in Bil-Jax's Apex Series vertical
lifts. Designed for indoor and outdoor use, the battery-powered PT 10
is ideal for maintenance and construction applications. Measuring only 30
inches wide, the PT 10 easily passes
through standard doorways. With an
overall length of 5'5", a stowed height
of 6'3", and an overall weight of 880
pounds, the unit also provides for easy
transport.
The PT 10 features a maximum platform capacity of 500 pounds and intuitive push-button controls to move the
machine up and down. A 12-volt DC
battery powers the unit, and an automatic charger is included. Heavy-duty automatic locking casters keep
the machine in place while the machine is in use. Options include outriggers, tilt alarm, and a clip-on-tool tray.
www.biljax.com

Manitou MHT 10210

w In addition to the 36,000-pound MHT 10160 Manitou North America
will debut at ConExpo, the Waco, Texas-based company reports it will
introduce an even bigger telehandler that week to the worldwide market – the 46,000-pound capacity MHT 10210 machine.

MLE Ultra-Compact A30JEX Lift

w Man & Material Lift Engineering, Cudahy, Wis., has developed the
A30JEX, an ultra-compact lift specifically designed for hazardous environments such as painting, oil and gas processing, and gas storage
locations. The articulating lift is 4 feet wide and provides 30 feet of
platform height and 22 feet of side reach, which includes the rotateto-the-side jib.
The lift has a 36-foot working height and a horizontal outreach
of 20'6". The platform measures 30"x48". Stowed height and length

measure 6'7" and 18'6", respectively.
The A30JEX lift also has a ground clearance of 4 inches and features hydraulic
controls. Options for the lift include the
automatic bump stop system, motion
alarm, and air lines to the platform.
www.manliftengineering.com

Palfinger Truck-Crane Packages

w Palfinger North America, Niagara Falls, Ontario, a leader in truckmounted cranes, has teamed up with North America’s leading truck
manufacturers to offer power and reach for extreme applications featuring the PK 85002, PK 100002, and PK 150002 knuckleboom cranes.
Palfinger’s engineers design each truck and crane to withstand the
maximum torque and
load to tackle demanding
applications. This unique
truck-crane product series
will provide the strongest,
most versatile crane on
the market, according to
the company.
Each of the units is equipped with load-sensing hydraulics for control
and overall efficiency. Also featured on the PK 100002 and PK 150002
knuckleboom cranes (and offered as an option on the PK 85002) is the
Integrated Stability Control system. The ISC system adjusts the crane's
lifting capacity according to outrigger and stabilizer positions at time
of setup. ■
www.palfinger-northamerica.com
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This unit features a
maximum lift height of
31'8" with a capacity of
28,600 pounds at its maximum height. Capacity
at its maximum forward
reach of 19 feet is 11,000
pounds. Powering the
MHT 10210 is a 175-hp
Mercedes intercooled Tier 3-compliant turbo diesel engine. Additional
features include a hydrostatic transmission, four-wheel drive, and 10°
frame leveling.
According to Dominique Himsworth, vice president of sales, marketing and aftermarket support for the group, Manitou was reluctant
to announce the introduction of the MHT 10210 because the company
was unsure if the machine would be available in time. “We are pleased
that the truck was completed ahead of schedule, and that we will be
able to launch this truck at ConExpo,” Himsworth adds.
www.manitou-na.com

Accident
ALERT Increasing awareness for those who operate lifting equipment.
Tipover — Blythe, Calif.
A boom truck fell on top of a
man installing an air conditioningheating unit on the roof of house,
trapping him underneath. The city
police, fire department, and emergency medical personnel were dispatched to the scene. The man was
transported to a local hospital for
treatment of his injuries.
Reports said the crane tipped
over under the weight of the HVAC
unit. Although OSHA is still investigating, reports said it appears the
outriggers on the crane were not
properly extended.
– Palo Verde Valley Times
Photo courtesy of the Palo Verde Valley Times

cana d a

Tipover — Vancouver, British Columbia
A 10-ton crane being used to deliver a bucket of material at the
site of a new rapid transit line tipped over, killing its 22-year-old
operator. The crane was about midway along the bridge deck, delivering materials from the main deck to a pedestrian walkway under
construction. Construction will be on hold on that portion of the
project until investigators finish examining the scene. According
to a spokesperson for WorkSafeBC, investigators will look into the
operator’s training and qualifications, as well as the equipment being used. They are also interviewing co-workers and the operator’s
employer, as well as witnesses. – Vancouver Sun

w est

Citation — Colorado Springs, Colo.
A construction company has been fined $1,500 after an accident
that killed one of its workers and injured another at a project in Fort
Carson, Colo. A 39-year-old worker was killed after the rigging on
a crane snagged on an eyelet in a concrete girder, causing it fall. A
44-year-old worker also suffered injuries to his face, wrists, internal
organs, and right leg.
OSHA cited the subcontractor for a serious violation over the concrete girder that slipped. An OSHA director said investigators concluded that the rigging used to maneuver the girder was not watched
closely enough. – kjct8.com
Pinned by Machine — San Diego, Calif.
A 36-year-old machinist working on a dry dock in a shipyard was
killed after he was crushed between a large crane and a metal beam.
Fire rescue workers were unable to resuscitate the worker, who was
pronounced dead at the scene. Harbor police are investigating the
incident. – chicoer.com
and
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Equipment Malfunction — South Salt Lake City, Utah
Two men were injured at a construction site after the battery on a
scissor lift exploded. The construction workers were splashed with battery acid after the explosion. One of the men was treated for minor injuries at the jobsite, while the other was transported to an area hospital
and was listed in stable condition. – The Salt Lake Tribune
Safety Violations — Dillard, Ore.
A state investigation into an October forklift accident at a sawmill
found that safety violations contributed to an accident that killed a 61year-old employee. Roseburg Forest Products was specifically penalized for violations involving modifications that had been made to the
forklift that obstructed the operator’s visibility, according to Oregon
OSHA documents.
The forklift operator did not see the employee entering a crosswalk,
in part because of metal grating that had been attached, an inspector
concluded. The forklift struck and critically injured the man, who died
at a Portland hospital more than a month later. The OSHA inspector also
found that several unavoidable factors led to reduced visibility, including
wet, rainy, and dark conditions, and the deceased’s dark clothing.
According to Roseburg Forest Products, it has since made changes
to fix the noted safety hazards, as well as changes to address crosswalk
safety. – newsreview.info

N o r t h east

Tipover — Queens, N.Y.
A 13-year-old boy died at his father’s workplace after flipping a
5,000-pound forklift. News reports said the boy snuck off from his
father to operate the forklift, which tipped over and crushed him.
Keys were left in the ignition of the forklift at the building supply
company, and witnesses said the boy revved the motor and then sped
about 100 feet before attempting to turn right. The turn was too sharp,
and the forklift spun out and flipped, falling on top of the teenager.

– New York Daily News

Pinned by Machine — Buffalo, N.Y.
A worker was killed in a forklift accident a recycling facility. The
accident occurred when the man operating the forklift drove off a
loading dock. To escape the fall, authorities said the man attempted to
jump from the vehicle, which instead landed on him. Federal OSHA
is investigating. – buffalonews.com
Collapse — New York, N.Y.
Two people were injured after a crane collapsed in Manhattan. The
buildings department said the two workers were dismantling the crane
when the crane swung down, hitting one worker in the back and the other
in the leg. The fire department said both workers were taken to a local
hospital to be treated for their non-life threatening injuries. – wnbc.com

M i d w est

Power Line Contact — Port Washington, Wis.
A 21-year-old man died after a crane touched an overhead electric line.
Another worker was using the crane to lift a concrete mixer in a parking

lot when it came in contact with a power line carrying 4,800 volts of electricity. The man who was killed was working with the crane operator at
the time of the accident. Federal OSHA is investigating. – jsonline.com
Collapse — Glenwood, Iowa
A 54-year-old man died from injuries he received after being
trapped beneath a crane. The accident occurred while the crane was
installing a gas pipeline at a construction site, and the machine collapsed. The man was taken by helicopter ambulance to a university
hospital in Nebraska where he later died. – Des Moines Register

so u t h

Tipover — Laurens, S.C.
A 51-year old man died after a forklift overturned on him. The coroner’s office said the man was driving the forklift when it became stuck
in the mud. Other workers attempted to use another forklift to free it
when it flipped over on the man, killing him instantly. The South Carolina Department of Labor is investigating the death. – wspa.com
Dropped Load — Bonita Springs, Fla.
Federal OSHA is investigating after a crane moving a large wall
into place at a fitness center under construction hit the supports
holding up another wall, causing the wall to collapse. One person
was killed instantly after being crushed by the wall. The general
contractors and OSHA are investigating the acccident. The investigation could take up to six months. – nbc-2.com n
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Within a few moments, workers rushed to move the forklift off the
boy. “Workers lifted it up with another forklift, and it was already too
late,” the vice president of the company said. He added that children
are not allowed in the yard, which is filled with pallets of bricks, vehicles, and other building supplies. A forklift operator at the scene
backed up the company’s policy. The boy died at the site.

Web Watch
Whether it is late-breaking industry news, exclusive Equipment Reviews and On the
Job analysis, guest columns written by industry experts, or editorials by our in-house
editorial staff, Lift and Access 360 and LiftandAccess.com put a wealth of exclusive
online information at our readers’ fingertips. Here’s a snapshot of some recent web-exclusive topics.

Top Story

Gehl Updates DL
Series Telehandlers

	Gehl Company, West Bend, Wis., recently
increased load capacities on its DL Series
Dynalift telescopic handlers. The 2008 DL
Series telehandlers are available with lift
capacities from 7,000 to 12,000 pounds and

Top Story

Washington Crane
Industry Unites
After Accident

	When a tower crane collapsed in downtown Bellevue, Wash., in November 2006,
killing one person and causing millions
of dollars in damage and project delays,
Washington’s Department of Occupational
Safety and Health lost no time in developing corrective measures. Within days of the
accident, DOSH officials had conducted
conference calls with crane industry leaders
statewide, scheduled meetings with elected
state representatives, and helped to energize
the state’s crane community.
	Using the federal Occupational Safety
and Health Administration’s new Crane and
Derricks Advisory Committee consensus
and
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with lift heights from 40 to 55 feet. Gehl will
have the telehandlers on display at ConExpo
this month.
The models are designed with a highprofile boom configuration to provide maximum visibility in any working environment.
In addition, the new machines now feature
Tier 3 engines to ensure compliance with
environmental standards. The Dynalift units
have 12'2" turning radius and an overall
height of 7'8", giving maneuverability in
confined spaces. Each model features a
rear-axle stabilization system for improved
stability. The telehandlers do not require
fluid-filled tires to meet stability requirements, and outriggers are optional.
The single joystick is available in dualor tri-function options. The dual-function
joystick allows for proportional control of
attachments and auxiliary hydraulics rated
at 43 gpm. The tri-function joystick allows
the operator to preset a preferred flow to
the attachment for optimum performance
yet with the squeeze of a trigger activate full
flow for faster cycle times.
	For this Top Story and more, go to
LiftandAccess.com.
document as a guide, Washington’s crane
industry came together to draft what may be
the nation’s most extensive crane regulation.
The bill reached the House Commerce
Committee with unprecedented momentum, passing with no negative votes and
quickly moved through the Senate as well.
On April 10, not even five months after
the accident, Governor Christine Gregoire
officially signed the crane legislation into
law. The new requirement takes effect on
Jan. 1, 2010.
The Washington Crane Safety Association (WCSA) followed up this achievement
by formulating a program of training and
certification to help ready the state for its
new crane safety requirements. Central to
this program is a series of training and certification initiatives to be held statewide
during 2008 and 2009.
To read more about WCSA’s programs,
visit LiftandAccess.com.

Letter to the Editor

Common Sense Safety
By Chris Williams
Industrial Safety Training and
Compliance
Goodyear, Arizona
Editor’s Note: Chris Williams, Industrial Safety Training and Compliance, writes in response to the January
2006 Perspective, “Open Dialogue for Fall Protection.”
Thank you for addressing the critical
and often misunderstood topic of tying
off outside of the basket on aerial lifts.
I know it gets old having to rehash the
same topic over and over, but as your
article points out, safety fires never go
out completely. They always smolder,
just waiting for fresh fuel and victims.
	I thought the article brought out
some valid points from some knowledgeable safety professionals. However,
I thought they missed two vital points.
First, the anchorage point was designed
to handle forces exerted inside the
basket, especially in respect to machine
stability. Once these loads are applied
outside the basket, it has the potential to
quickly overload and exceed design parameters. The risk of causing a tipover or
other design failure is greatly increased.
Secondly, why do employers and
employees feel it is an absolute requirement that there must be a regulation, standard, or some other regulatory rule created and widely distributed
to keep them from doing something
they know is inherently dangerous and
foolish? Listen to your common sense
and natural instinct to avoid pain and
death when it tells you not to do something. Why do some work so hard to
justify committing unsafe practices?
Occupational safety is not about law
or policy, and we are not “safety cops.”
We are dedicated safety professionals working very hard to prevent and
eliminate occupational injuries and
deaths. We do not need a law, regulation, standard, rule or policy in place
before we can take action and not allow unsafe practices to take place or
go unchecked. Safe is safe, rule or not!
Now that is common sense!
	Read this entire letter and more at
LiftandAccess.com. n

TRUCK CRANE

Boom: 144.4 ft.

Five Section Full Power Synchronized Telescoping Boom via
Two Telescope Cylinders and Two Extension/Retraction Cables.
Two Boom Telescope Modes.

Jib: 58.1 ft.

Bi-Fold Lattice Type with 3.5°, 25° or 45° OFFSET. Assist Cylinders for
Mounting and Stowing Jib are Controlled from Right Side of Superstructure.

Tadano Twin Swing System: Free Swing or Lock

Swing Controlled by Selector Switch Allows Operator to Tailor Swing
Response to Application. 360° Positive Swing Lock.

main & auxiliary hoists:

Drum storage Capacity: 1,134 feet x 3/4 inches (7 Layers)
Max Line Pull: 18,200 lbs.
Max Line Speed: 585 fpm.

automatic moment limitER: Tadano AML-L

Monitors Outrigger Extended Length and Automatically Programs the
Corresponding “Rated Lifting Capacities” Chart. Presets for Load
Radius, Boom Angle Tip Height and Swing Range Plus Automatic
Speed Reduction and Soft Stop Function on Boom Elevation and Swing
are Provided.

carrier engine: Damler Chrysler OM460LA
6 Cylinder Turbo Charged 781.1 cu. in displacement, 490 hp@1800 rpm,
Cruise Control.

transmission: ZF AS-Tronic 12AS 2302
12 Forward and 2 Reverse Gears. Power and Fuel Economy Modes.
Two Stage Transfer Case.

front & rear suspensions: Walking Beam

with Air Ride Suspension and Shock Absorbers.

brakes: ABS System
tires: Front: 445/65R22 Singles x 4

Rear: 315/80R22.5 Dual x 4

Max travel speed: 65.4 mph
outriggers: Controls and Sight Bubble Located on Both

Sides of Carrier. Three Outrigger Extension Lengths are Provided with
Corresponding “Rated Lifting Capacities” for Crane Duty in Confined
Areas. 5th Front Jack Mounted on the Front of Carrier Frame.

air conditioning: Standard Equipment for Both Cabs.

Tadano technology delivers safety, quality & performance.
www.tadanoamerica.com
sales@tadano-cranes.com
(281) 869-0030 fax (281) 869-0040
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Tadano America Corporation, 4242 West Greens Road, Houston, Texas 77066

Show Review

Small Size,
Big Opportunities
Lift and Access explores the fastest
growing telehandler class.

The Telehandler
Showcase featured
5,000- and 5,500-pound
telehandlers with lift
heights up to 19 feet.

Gehl’s new grapple bucket puts on an
impressive show.

C

By Guy Ramsey

ompact telehandlers are certainly not
new products, but only now are they
finding a place in the North American
market. Having been used extensively in
Europe for 20 to 30 years, compact telehandlers
only started appearing in the United States in
the late 1990s, where today there are still lots of
market growth opportunities for this product
segment. According to research conducted by
Gehl Co., West Bend, Wis., three backhoes are
sold for every telehandler in the United States
– but in eight other industrial nations in the
world, telehandlers outsell backhoes.
and
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Three key markets are driving compact
telehandler growth: agriculture, industry,
and construction. What makes compact telehandlers attractive in these applications are
their compact size; ability to pass through a
standard double-wide door; maneuverability
because of two-wheel, four-wheel, and crab
steering; and ability to place a load up to 11
feet in front of the tires.
In industrial applications, compact telehandlers are a viable option to replace pneumatictire, straight-mast forklifts – especially where
outdoor storage exists. In construction, contractors are ordering compacts for the sole
task of offloading materials from trucks and
marshalling materials around the jobsite. This
allows bigger telehandlers to stay on task,
building the structure.

JCB with Sweepster powered collection
brush.

Limited supply in an emerging market translates into higher rental rates, producing a better
ROI for rental companies. These products are
going to be hot sellers for retail buyers. With the
variety of attachments to be utilized in so many
different applications, an owner can better justify the entry cost of a compact telehandler.
One of the first retail opportunities to be realized is in agricultural applications. The advent
of attachments specifically tailored to the ag
market is attracting a lot of attention. Hay bale
handlers and stackers for both traditional and
rolled bales were on display at the Telehandler
Showcase. Material buckets, the most common
attachment, are popular for handling silage and
feed, as well as for general cleanup tasks. But
there is no doubt that the biggest opportunities

SKYJACK’S NEW ZB12032
See it at CONEXPO. Blue Lot B-958 Gold Lot G-300

We’re in the business of engineering

reliable lift solutions

by people who care.
For information call 1-800-265-2738
or visit us online at www.skyjack.com

and
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for both rental and retail lie in the construction
industry. From the supply yard to the jobsite,
the number of applications are as varied as the
attachments themselves.
Attachments are amazing, and the tasks that
they can complete are equally impressive. Some
of the more notable ones on display included
the all-new rock bucket with grapple option
unveiled by Gehl, which is shown on page 26.
The bucket is made of high-carbon steel. Read
more about Gehl’s unique bucket on page 38.
JCB brought a pair of aftermarket attachments that were of great interest, including
a Bradco grapple and a Sweepster™ powered
collector sweeper, also shown on page 26. The
sweeper demonstrated how easy it can be to
brush debris from a paved surface, then dump
the trash into a dumpster.
As you can see in the image at top, Xtreme
Manufacturing displayed an attachment designed to handle rolled hay bales. But this
could also easily be adapted to many materialhandling tasks from bulk insulation to bundled
recyclables.

Xtreme’s attachment can handle
just about any
baled material.

Both Manitou and Genie brought powered
auger attachments. In highway and road construction applications, the ability to punch holes
in the ground with the same machine that you
used to safely offload and distribute materials
makes this a valuable tool. See Genie burrow
the ground in the image at right.

Specifying a compact telehandler

When considering a compact handler, be
specific in outlining what tasks are intended
for the machine. Generally speaking, compact
handlers are divided into two different classifications: Those that are “ground-engaging”

Genie demonstrates the use of an auger
attachment.

5,000- to 5,500-Pound Capacity Compact Telehandler Models

Make
Gehl
Gehl
Genie
JCB
Manitou
Mustang
Xtreme
Model
CT5-16 Turbo
RS5-19
GTH-5519
524-50
MLT 523 Turbo MU
519
XRM 5.519
PERFORMANCE											
Maximum lift capacity (lbs)
5,000
5,500
5,500
5,000
5,000
5,500
5,250
Maximum lift height (ft-in)
16'2"
19'1"
19'0"
16'5"
16'2"
19'1"
18'11.5"
Lift capacity at maximum height (lbs)
5,000
3,000
4,400
5,000
5,000
3,000
3,800
Maximum reach (ft-in)
9'8"
11'0"
11'0"
9'6"
9'7"
11'0"
10'8"
Lift capacity at maximum reach (lbs)
2,200
1,850
1,900
2,750
2,200
1,850
1,750
	Optional loader buckets, capacities (cu yards)
1.0 / 1.5
1.0
0.65 / 0.75
1.3
1.25
1.0
1.18
Breakout force (lbs)
10,229
—
8,157
8,993
10,516
—
—
Drawbar pull (lbf)
7,644
—
9,325
—
7,644
—
—
ENGINE											
Engine make
Perkins
Deutz
Perkins
JCB Diesel
Perkins
Deutz	Yanmar
Engine model (hp)
1103C-33T (75)
TD 2009 L04 (64)
804C-33 (63)
444 (83)
1103C-33T (75)
TD 2009 L04 (64)
4TNV98T (71)
Rated speed (rpm)
2,200
2,750
2,600
2,200
2,200
2,750
2,500
No. of cylinders / displacement (cu inch)
3 / 201
4 / 140
4 / 203
4 / 268
3 / 201
4 / 140
4 / 202
	Fuel tank capacity (gal)
24.8
17
15.8
19.8
27.5
17
21
DRIVE TRAIN											
Transmission type
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
1/1
2/2
1/1
1/1
1/1
2/2
1/1
No. of speeds — fwd / rev
Maximum travel speed (mph)
16
15
15
18.6
17
15
16
Steering system
4WS (3 mode)
4WS (3 mode)
4WS (3 mode)
4WS (3 mode)
4WS (3 mode)
4WS (3 mode)
4WS (3 mode)
Service brake type
Wet disc front axle	Oil (wet) disc
Wet disc
Disc	Oil (wet) disc	Oil (wet) disc	Oil Disc
			
brakes on front axles						
Parking brake type
Lever actuated
SAHR
SAHR
Disc
Lever actuated
SAHR
SAHR
Tire size
12.5/80x18 Air
12.00-16.5 Air
12x16.5 Air
12.5/80-18 Air
12.5/80x18 Air
12.00-16.5 Air
12.00 -16.5 Air
HYDRAULICS											
Pump type
Gear
Gear
Gear
Gear
Gear
Gear
Gear
Total capacity ( gpm)
23
22
16.4
22
24
22
22
3,350
3,918
3,626
3,770
3,350
2,900
3,700
System pressure (psi)
Hydraulic tank capacity (gal)
27.1
18
18.5
16.4
32.5
18
—
DIMENSIONS											
Length to fork face (ft-in)
13'10"
12'4"
12'7"
12'10"
13'10"
12'4"
13'5"
Wheelbase (ft-in)
7'3"
7'6"
7'7"
7'6"
7'3"
7'6"
7'8.5"
Height, boom down (ft-in)
6'7"
6'4"
6'4"
6'11"
6'7"
6'4"
6'3"
Ground clearance (in)
12"
14"
13"
13"
12"
14"
10.25"
Turning radius over tires, brakes off (ft-in)
10'10"
11'0"
11'0"
9'10"
10'2"
11'0"
11'2"
Weight (lbs)
11,856
10,000
9,810
12,125
10,913
10,000
10,600
CAB FEATURES											
Hand holds**	Yes	Yes
No	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes
Steps**
No
No
No	Yes
No
No
No
ROPS/FOPS cab protection**	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes
and
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The truss hook is another popular
attachment.
units and those that are “pick-and-place”
machines. Although there seems to be some
debate as to how to delineate between the two,
there are a few critical objective differences.
Probably the best way to gauge a machine’s
robustness and ability to engage the ground
is its rated breakout force (see chart below),
which is the maximum vertical force that can
be applied at the bucket edge. It could be done
either with the boom’s lift function or the carriage tilt function.
Another key attribute to be considered is the
machine’s gpm flow rating, which is especially

important if the unit will be used more as a tool
handler rather than a material handler. Many
powered attachments require a lot of hydraulic
fluid flow to perform properly, and careful attention should be given when considering either
your handler or attachment purchase. Consider
for example, the powered sweeper brought to
the event by JCB. This product has an operating
range of 14 to 25 gpm. Note in the spec chart
that all these units offer more than enough flow
to properly utilize this attachment.

Always look closely at the machine’s specifications and discuss your expectations for using
attachments with the dealer or manufacturer
before you make that purchase. This is the only
way you can make sure you are buying the right
machine or the right attachment for the job.
Individual Telehandler Showcase machines
are reviewed from pages 30-40 and are listed
in the order they were presented at the event.
Additionally, three models not available for the
Showcase are briefly reviewed on pages 42-43.

* Machines not present at the Telehandler Showcase
** Verified by the Lift and Access staff at the Telehandler Showcase

Bobcat
Caterpillar
JLG
V518 VersaHandler* TH255*
G5-18A*
											
5,000
5,500
5,500
18'1.7"
18'4"
18'4"
5,000
4,400
4,400
10'8.2"
10'10"
10'10"
2,000
1,850
1,850
1.0 / 3.25
up to 1.7
up to 1.7
8,093 (bucket)
7,650
7,650
8,317
8,700
8,700
											
Perkins	Caterpillar
Perkins
1104C-44T (100)	C4.4 Tier III DIT (84)
1104D (84)
2,200
2,200
2,200
4 / 269
4 / 268.4
4 / 268.4
31.7
24
24
											
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
2/2
1/1
1/1
18.4
16
16
4WS (3 mode)
3 modes
2-wheel, 4-wheel, crab
Wet multiple disc
Inboard wet disc
Inboard wet disc brakes
brakes on front axles			
Wet multiple disc
Wet disc
Wet disc
400/80x24 Air
12x16.5 Air
12x16.5 Air
											
Gear
Single-Section Gear Pump Single-Section Gear Pump
22
20
20
3,626
3,500
3,500
11.6
17
17
											
14'10.5"
12'0"
12'0"
8'2.4"
7'6"
7'6"
6'10.6"
6'3.6"
6'3.6"
13.4"
11"
10.8"
12'3.4"
10'6"
10'6"
10,846
10,800
10,800 (w/ carriage and forks)
											
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
and
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panel and features true analog instrumentation.
Power is provided by a
quiet-running normally aspirated 3.3L Yanmar diesel
engine. It produces 71 hp at
2,100 rpm. The engine is located in a side-mounted position, along with all service
points, which appear to be
accessible. A proven singlespeed Rexroth hydrostatic
drive powers a set of Dana
Spicer axles. The XRM 5.519
features an inching pedal to
limit drive speed when increasing engine rpm to feed
boom functions and hydraulic tool demands. As the
accelerator is depressed to
raise the rpm, the operator simultaneously depresses the inching pedal
to slow the drive speed without slowing rpm.
closed
cabs;
the
open
cab
escribed as a ground-engaging product,
Main boom controls are fully mewas
demonstrated
at
the
the 5,500-pound capacity XRM 5.519
A simple LMI comes with
chanical
rather than electric over
Showcase.
Before
Xtreme
and other XRM Series compact modthe enclosed cab unit and
hydraulic.
A tri-function joystick
became
involved
with
els are manufactured in Italy by Dieci.
monitors boom position
supports
loader-style
operation. To
Dieci,
open
cabs
were
not
They are distributed and supported in North
and weight on the carriage.
prevent
accidental
operation
an intean
option;
they
have
reAmerica by Xtreme Manufacturing, Las Vegas,
gral
enable
switch
is
located
on
the
front
of the
Nev., which offers the broadest lineup of North cently been developed specifically for the North
joystick.
An
individual
lever
is
provided
to
opAmerican-built handlers.
American rental market. Opting for the closed
erate
the
standard
equipment
auxiliary
hydraucab
gets
you
a
cloth
seat
in
lieu
of
vinyl,
and
Xtreme also has a slightly larger compact,
lic system. An optional rear hydraulic control
rated at 5,900 pounds. The XRM 5.720 features plastic molded panels in lieu of steel panels.
a low boom, and the machine is both taller and
There is also a simple LMI system that comes is available to operate a rear PTO, which is an
heavier than the XRM 5.519. Together, the two with the enclosed cab unit. This system moni- important feature for agricultural applications.
The machine features three typical steering
compact handlers make a dynamic duo.
tors both the boom position and weight on the
modes:
two-wheel, four-wheel and crab. The
carriage.
The
display
gives
a
green
light
for
alXRM 5.519 is available with both open and
Showcase
model was equipped with optional
lowable positions, yellow as
hydraulically
activated quick-disconnect for
you approach an overload,
and red if you cross into an easy attachment utilization. Although plans
overload. At that point, the call for it in the future, a universal attachment
system prevents all movement adapter is not currently available. However, the
except that which brings the manufacturer does offer more than a dozen atmachine out of an overload tachments designed specifically to work with
position. A key can be used to the XRM 5.519.
The XRM 5.519 fills a market need Xtreme
allow the system to be overridden. Small yet thoughtful Manufacturing recognized when customers
features include the lockable said they were looking for a product compact
storage compartment under enough to get into low overhang parking gathe operator seat, heating and rages but still offer enough capacity to offload
air conditioning. The more a trailer. Those are just a few of the tasks that
Randy Reeves, general sales manager, shows how easy it
robust open cab design has this and other compact telehandlers are quite
is to service the engine.
an all-steel dash and console capable of accomplishing. n

Xtreme XRM 5.519

D

and
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JCB is the world’s best-selling brand of telescopic handlers.
Record sales last year tell us the world’s operators have
made their choice. And that choice is JCB. Our extensive
model range offers a wide selection of size, power,
maneuverability and lift-height options. Choose the model
that’s right for you.

JCB NORTH AMERICAN HEADQUARTERS, SAVANNAH, GEORGIA

We build our telescopic handlers alongside the world’s
best-selling backhoe loader at our North American
headquarters and manufacturing facility near Savannah, Ga.
We distribute our machines through a network of 168
dealers located throughout North America, Central and
South America. JCB is the largest privately owned
construction-equipment manufacturer in the world. We’re
also number three on the world market and climbing. We
produce more than 270 models of equipment at 17
manufacturing plants on four continents. We’ve paid our
dues and earned our stripes. Now we’re ready to build a
machine for you.

Learn more at
CONEXPO 2008,
Gold Lot G-160

To learn more about the full range of JCB Construction Equipment and to locate the dealer nearest you, please visit www.jcb.com
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Manitou MLT523
Turbo

M

anitou’s MLT523 Turbo is produced
in France for worldwide distribution
and sold and serviced here by Manitou North America, Waco, Texas.
Clearly a ground-engaging machine, it gave an
impressive performance using a bucket to create
the test track for another Showcase event. This
full-featured unit is offered in addition to the
simpler MT523, which is targeted at the construction market. Both have the same capacity
and dimensions but different engines and cabs.
The MLT523 offers single joystick control to
handle the same tasks that three mechanical
controllers handle in the ML. An enclosed cab
is standard on the MLT, while the open cab
is standard on the ML. Likewise, the MLT is
equipped with a turbocharged version of the
same Perkins engine used in the ML model.
The cab on the MLT model is spacious and
ergonomically sound, typical of Europeanbuilt handlers. Split doors, a comfortable cloth
suspension seat, cab heater, lights, and a full set
of gauges are standard. The Showcase unit was
equipped with a standard manual attachment
locking system, but an optional hydraulic lock/
unlock system is available. This unit was also fitted with the optional full road package, which
can be field retrofitted. This includes running
lights, high/low beam headlights, brake and
directional lights. Sunscreens in the cab are
standard on the MLT, as well as a full set of beefy
steel fenders.
The single joystick pilot operation is fully
proportional and operates all boom functions. Forward-and-reverse motion raises the
boom, and side-to-side movement curls the
carriage, making it similar to a loader bucket

photo to
come

The ergonomically sound cab features an
automotive style dash.
and
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control. The telescope function is controlled
with the thumb.
Three steering modes can be selected from
the cab. A dashboard light indicates when the
axles are properly aligned for proper roading.
To help limit unauthorized use, an optional
electronic key-pad provides an extra level of security. In order to energize the ignition circuit,
the proper password must be entered.
A rear-mounted engine, as seen in the image
to the right, combined with a generous helping
of sound insulation, help maintain low noise
levels in the cab. While the engine is tightly
packaged, maintenance checks are all within
easy reach. The turbocharged Perkins 1103C33T engine produces 75 hp, and the product
line transitions to Tier 3 engines in 2008. Power is transferred through a two-speed Rexroth
hydrostatic transmission to Dana Spicer axles.
An inching control actuated through the
brake pedal assists with keeping engine rpm
high enough to power attachments. Auxiliary
hydraulics come standard, and a two-section
radiator for engine fluid and hydraulic oil
cooling is located under a steel hood.
The rear counterweight protrudes beyond
the machine a few inches to protect the engine
compartment. The rear-mounted position allows the boom to move over and make room
for a little wider cab. It also improves visibility
to the right. A large lockable steel compartment
runs down the chassis opposite the operator

Two-section radiator cools both the
engine and hydraulic oil.
cab and secures the fuel and hydraulic tanks
and battery. The main hydraulic valving is also
located in this compartment.
Featuring a formed boom and reinforced pins
and gooseneck, the boom assembly is designed
to withstand the extra stress of ground-engaging
demands. The MLT523 can easily handle standard bucket applications up to 1.25 cubic yard
and up to 2-yard buckets for light material applications. You can also use up to 24-inch augers
without major hang-ups. If owners want to use
larger buckets, they are advised to consult the
factory. Manitou offers a wide range of proprietary attachments in different shapes and sizes,
designed to work with the wide-set attachment
hooks found on the MLT’s carriage mount. This
construction can better handle stresses exerted
from ground-engaging activities. In addition,
a universal skid-steer adapter is an option if
you want to leverage all the capabilities this allaround performer can deliver. n

Go the whole nine yards – TWICE – plus an extra foot with the Dynalift®
DL Series Telescopic Handlers from Gehl. Towering lift up to 55 feet.
Long reach. Excellent load capacities. These machines will help you ﬁnd
new ways to increase jobsite productivity and develop new business.

gehl.com

DRIVEN SINCE 1859

TM
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Gehl CT5-16

G

ehl Co., West Bend, Wis., has three
models that fall into what we consider
the compact size classification. The
CT5-16, CT5-16T (turbocharged
version), and the RS5-19. What differentiates
these units is that the CT models are considered ground-engaging machines and the RS
model is a pick-and-carry unit. Steve Kirst,
Gehl’s product manager, used the analogy
of a linebacker and a wide receiver to try to
explain the differences between the varying
designs. Even though the RS5-19 is a solidly built, lighter more nimble machine, the
ground-engaging CT-5-16 is more robust and
rugged. The goose neck is substantially stronger to withstand the extra forces placed on
the entire boom assembly. Refer to the image
at the upper right and note the extra support
and bracing at the base of the main boom.
A formed boom, made of two channeled
sections, is specifically designed to withstand
forces associated with ground engagement.
According to Gehl, the CT5-16 boom assem-

bly is designed to be up to 2.5 times stronger
than a typical pick-and-carry product.
The machine is equipped with a naturally aspirated Perkins 1103-C33 diesel engine, which
produces 58 peak hp at a low 1,400 rpm. Power
flows through a two-speed hydrostatic transmission. The rear-mounted engine delivers two
benefits: The boom can be moved over to allow
for a larger cab, and visibility is improved to the
right side of the unit.
You can’t help but be impressed with this unit
and its all-new rock bucket attachment that was
fitted with an optional grapple feature (see image below left). This proprietary bucket is made
of high-carbon steel, which can flex and return
to its original shape without damage. This design element is important in situations where
the operator might try to “pry” a broken concrete slab up or when removing rocks or other
solid debris from the ground, for example. The
grapple is handy for securing loose loads, such
as brush and debris, in the bucket. It would be
ideal for cleanup in land clearing. It has an “easy
on/easy off, pin-on” option. As you can
see in the image below, it is able to easily handle three 40-foot-long telephone
poles. Buyers can select from a wide range
of Gehl attachments or utilize a universal
adapter to expand their options.
The pilot-operated controls are fully
proportional, and a tri-function joystick
Steve Kirst describes the all-new
carbon-steel rock bucket.
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The base of the boom is reinforced to
withstand the extra stress of groundengaging applications.
operates all boom functions. Forward-andreverse motion raises the boom, side-to-side
motion curls the carriage, while telescope is
controlled with the thumb. The ability to curl
the carriage is especially useful for bucket work.
Three steering modes can be selected from the
cab. A dashboard light indicates when the axles
are properly aligned for roading.
The CT5-16 has 14-inch ground clearance
and the entire underside is protected with a
solid steel pan. Brakes are multi-disc in an oil
bath and mounted to the front axle with outboard planetary final drives. Taking a different
approach to its cab, Gehl’s open cab is optional
while the closed cab, shown, is standard. The
cab is ergonomically designed for operator
comfort and ease of operation. It is spacious
and offers features that make the ride quiet and
comfortable. The low-mounted boom provides
360° visibility for easy material handling.
Built rough and tough, ultimately, the CT5-16
telehandler is well-suited to the tasks for which
it is designed. n
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JCB 524-50

J

CB introduced its compact telehandler
series in North America in 1996 and
upgraded it in 2003. The Savannah, Ga.based company builds and brands nearly
all of its components. Although the engine on
the Showcase unit was a Perkins, all current
shipments feature JCB’s Dieselmax™ engine – a
four-cylinder, 3-liter naturally aspirated 83-hp
engine. Current production engines are Tier
2-compliant, but telehandlers shipped after May
2008 will be fitted with Tier 3 engines. The Dieselmax engine was designed to allow it to adapt
to the more stringent Tier 4 standards when the
time is deemed appropriate by the company.
Basically, this will mean converting the present
mechanical ignition system to electronic. A twospeed hydrostatic transmission delivers a brisk
19.8-mph travel speed. Direct acting brakes on
each wheel are activated through JCB’s MaxTrac™ torque proportioning axles with outboard
planetary drives. Limited slip axles are optional.
The design allows a class-leading 9'8" inside
turning radius.
The JCB 524-50 telehandler has three steering
modes: two-wheel, four-wheel, and crab. Mode
selection is made with the flick of a switch,
thanks to an electric valve control. Although
the Showcase unit was not equipped with this
feature, a multi-function option incorporates all
boom controls into one joystick.
Designed for both tool and material handler
needs, the JCB 524-50 features nearly 9,000
pounds of breakout force. One control allows a
bucket attachment to float when leveling loose
material like gravel, while an inching control
in the brake pedal allows slow drive speeds

A rear-mounted engine translates into
several design benefits.
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with high engine rpm to power faster boom
operation and to feed attachments such as
snow blowers or power sweepers (see page 26).
A large-capacity radiator eliminates potential
problems with heat buildup associated with
these types of applications.
Designed to keep maintenance tasks simple,
the engine is positioned to the rear of the machine, shown in the image below, where all
service points are readily available. The rearmounted engine allows the boom to be offset a
few inches, which enables the cab to be a little
wider and shifts it closer to the front axles for
enhanced visibility. It also opens up the entire
right side for improved visibility, as well as reduced engine noise in the cab. The Showcase
unit had an open cab, but an enclosed cab is
available as an option.
Larger plastic fenders are easy to replace
if damaged. An optional belly guard offers
additional protection to the undercarriage if
the application dictates. The battery has an
easy-disconnect feature to disable the machine. And if operators try to drive through
the parking brake, an alarm sounds when the
machine is in gear.
Boom construction is a key consideration for
ground-engaging machines. The boom and pins
take the brunt of the force, so the boom, support
brackets, gooseneck, and carriage mount should

The carriage mount consists of oversized
pins and thick plate steel.
be robust. Notice the unique carriage mount
shown in the image above. Likewise, a formed
boom – made of two channeled sections rather
than four flat plate sections – is generally considered better able to withstand added forces. It
is quite apparent that this is a rugged product
designed appropriately to handle the rigors of
ground-engaging tasks while at the same time
performing as a superior tool handler.
Considering JCB’s brand-centric philosophy,
it’s surprising that this approach does not also
extend to attachments, leaving owners the
luxury of purchasing aftermarket products. n

Are you tired of the mix-and-match approach?
What makes a system really stand out? For us, it is when all of the components work together
as a finely tuned, well-oiled machine – something that rarely happens when parts are sourced
from multiple vendors. HAWE is your one-stop shop for fully integrated solutions: our variable
displacement axial piston pumps (V60N), proportional directional spool valves (PSL), over-center
valves (LHT) and programmable logical valve controls (PLVC) can all be combined to create an
end-to-end, lightweight, incredibly compact system. A system that provides you with just as
much speed and power as you need – as well as saving energy and resources in your mobile
applications. What’s more, our flexible range of components can be adapted to meet your
individual requirements. The result: mobile systems from HAWE guarantee seamless integration.
For more information call 704/509-1599 or e-mail us to sales@hawehydraulics.com
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Genie GTH-5519

T

he GTH-5519 from Genie Industries,
Redmond, Wash., is produced in Italy
and marketed as a ground-engaging
telehandler. During the event, a football
analogy was made, comparing ground engaging machines to linebackers and pick-and-place
machines to wide receivers. Genie, however,
characterized the GTH-5519 as being more like
a “tight end.”
Terex, now Genie’s parent company, was
one of the first to capitalize on the market
opportunity for compact handlers when it
introduced the 5519 in 2000. Three years later,
the TX-5519 was introduced; since then it has

Universal attachment adapter offers pressure relief flow block.
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undergone a few enhancements. Through Genie’s well-established rental customer base, the
re-branded Genie GTH-5519 is easily the largest selling compact in North America. Excellent visibility, tight dimensions, and a weight of
less than 10,000 pounds – the lightest machine
in the field – set the GTH-5519 up to be quick
and nimble.
Although Genie markets this model as a
ground-engaging machine, I see it as a topnotch tool handler. The company has given a
lot of attention to the tool interface of this machine. Standard auxiliary hydraulics come with
a unique control system. Located in the cab is a
three-position electric switch for the selection
of full continuous auxiliary flow, auxiliary flow
metering, and flow reversal. Hydraulic quick
attach and locking is standard equipment so
the operator doesn’t have to get out of the cab
to change a tool unless it is powered.
A universal attachment adapter package is
designed to work with most aftermarket skidsteer tools. Because the attachments’ hydraulic
system is closed, Genie has included a back
pressure/relief block, which relieves pressure
and/or locks flow for the easy and safe unplugging of any attachment.
Although the Showcase machine featured the
optional enclosed cab, an open cab comes standard. An enclosure kit is available and can be
field-installed. A tilt steering wheel and a fully
adjustable seat are standard with a full suspension seat as an option. In the event of a rollover,
the front window is designed to serve as an

emergency exit. Although
they appear to be more cosmetic than functional, the composite fenders at all four points give
the unit a stylish and finished look.
A Perkins 804C-33 diesel engine that
kicks out 63 hp at 2,600 rpm is sidemounted low for enhanced visibility.
Positioning provides excellent access
to all service points. There is a separate
engine coolant and oil radiator. Hydraulics are protected by a 10-micron
return filter and the engine breathes
through a dry element system. Under
a rear hatch (see image below), you will
find the fueling point for the 16-gallon
tank and easy access to extension cylinder and rear wear pads.
Rexroth supplies the single-speed
hydrostatic drive system that powers a Dana
Spicer axle with limited slip differential. Braking is spring-applied, hydraulically released.
Dynamic braking is infinitely variable and
utilizes fully enclosed wet disc brakes.

Rear hatch allows secured access to fuel
fill point and boom service points.
It is important to note that major upgrades
were announced just after the event, which all
current production machines now have. Some
of the major improvements include a completely
redesigned interior and updates to the auxiliary
hydraulic system. New options include a road
light package and diesel exhaust scrubber. Buyers can even opt for a Tier 3-compliant Deutz
2011 – a 3-liter, 68-hp engine. The fenders also
have been replaced with larger, more durable
ABS ones.
Whether you call it a tight end or a linebacker,
the GTH-5519 is certainly a versatile performer
for almost any task. n
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but the button turns the starter. The hope is that
this will eliminate keys being broken off in the
switch if the engine is hard to start.
Dana axles are mounted with the steering
linkage and cylinders top side for better
protection. This also helps deliver a respectable 14 inches of ground clearance.
The 519 features an oscillating axle and
though the movement is small – about 1.5
inches – it allows the unit to work more effectively on slabs and hard surfaces. The machine
has zero tailswing, which means the rear of the
machine is designed so nothing protrudes outside the track of the tire. If fitted with optional
non-marking tires and catalytic diesel scrubber,
this would make a great industrial product.

Mustang 519

T

he Mustang 519 is made in the United
States, and the folks from Mustang
Manufacturing, Owattona, Minn., make
no bones about the fact that this is a liftand-place machine designed for North America.
To accomplish this, special focus was placed on
minimizing visual obstructions from the cab.
The low-profile box-style boom is nested low to
maximize visibility. Even though the engine is
side-mounted, it is positioned low and the hood
tapers off to the front of the machine for excellent right-side visibility. Particular attention has
been paid to the line of sight to the right front
fork. As a material handler, the ability to see the
positioning of the forks is a crucial feature.
To limit the height of the engine pod, all

Although tightly situated, everything
around the engine is well placed.
and
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components are packed in efficiently. Notice in the image below that
this requires tight packaging of the
turbo-charged 64-hp Deutz diesel
engine and related components. All The oversized oil cooler is isolated from the
service points are clearly marked engine radiator.
and easy to access. Hydraulic sysThe fuel fill point is hidden behind a lockable
tem test ports are also located here. A block
heater is standard equipment. The underside steel panel at the rear of the boom. Here you can
of the pod has a substantial steel belly pan for access the main extension cylinder. Auxiliary
protection; a small hatch allows access to the hydraulics and a rotating carriage are options.
For tool handling, the brakes feature an inchengine’s oil drain plug.
ing
valve to allow the machine to drive slowly
The optional fully enclosed cab, which comes
while
maintaining high engine rpm. This is to
standard with a heater, was on display. The standard open cab comes with rear and side glass, supply select auxiliary hydraulic attachments.
and can be easily converted to an enclosed cab An oil cooler is also provided to support the exin the field. You can ask for a metal screen on tra demand put on the hydraulic system when
the side glass, which is advisable in hot climates. using a powered tool. The oil cooler in the above
Since the boom assembly on a pick-and-carry image is oversized and separated from the enmachine can be a little narrower, there’s room gine radiator to allow for air flow. Also note that
for a larger cab. This one is the same size as cabs the hydraulic oil fill point is wrapped in a basin
found on Mustang’s biggest telehandlers. The that catches any oil that might accidentally spill.
A Rexroth two-speed hydrostatic transmiswindshield and top glass on the enclosed cab
come with wipers and washers. The simplic- sion provides drive. To eliminate spinning tires
ity of this machine is immediately recognized and loss of traction in muddy conditions select
from the perspective of the operator’s seat. Vis- “turtle” mode, and the transmission reduces the
ibility has been given a high priority. A joystick drive speed range to zero to 4 mph, while at the
mounted directly to a full-pressure control valve same time throwing maximum pump displacecontrols the main boom functions. Load charts ment to the driveline.
This may not be a true ground engager, but it
for all potential attachments are also provided.
A simple, yet effective idea is the addition of a certainly can be a great tool handler, as well as
starter button. A key enables the starter system, an effective material handler. n

NOW THIS IS

GET-UP-AND-GO

6 Degrees of Breakover
Low machines clear this gentle
break-over in no time flat.

Flip-Tail Flexibility
Raise the large-capacity
flip-tail to drive onto loading
docks or lift equipment to
trailer deck level.

Tie-Down Freedom
Multiple options
accommodate different
equipment configurations.

Tough Traction
Starburst decking grips wet,
muddy tires.

TEREX HFT 70RS
RENTAL TRAILER
®

The new Terex® HFT 70RS rental trailer makes it easy to drive machines on —
and drive off to the jobsite faster. Designed specifically with the rental industry
in mind, it’s perfect for transporting your aerial fleets and power products.
It’s the latest addition to the Genie® lineup, so call your
Genie representative or 800-536-1800 to learn more.

WWW.GENIEINDUSTRIES.COM/HFT70RS

© Genie Industries 2008. Genie® is a registered trademark of Genie Industries, Inc., in the United States of America and many other countries.
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Bobcat V518 VersaHandler Telescopic Tool Carrier

W

ith a rated load capacity of 5,000
pounds and a lift height of 18 feet,
the V518 VersaHandler TTC from
Bobcat, West Fargo, N.D., has the
power and reach to perform a variety of jobs on
any work site. Whether it’s digging, loading, or
stacking hay bales, this machine will keep up.

The V518 is an alternative to a 1- to 1.5-yard
wheel loader because it has a compact size, low
ground disturbance, and high travel speed and
dump height. Plus, the V518 features a low 83inch cab height and a level of maneuverability
and control that no wheel loader can match.
Weighing 10,846 pounds, the V518 offers a

2,000-pound capacity at maximum forward
reach, bucket breakout force of 8,093 footpounds, and a maximum drawbar pull of 8,317
pounds. Maximum travel speed is 18.4 mph.
Powered by a side-mounted 100-hp Perkins
1104C-44T liquid-cooled diesel engine, the
V518 is controlled via a single loader-style hydraulic joystick for boom and bucket functions.
Boom extension and auxiliary functions are
activated by variable control thumbwheels on
the joystick, and a single shuttle lever is used to
select forward, reverse, high, and low.
The V518 is available with a canopy or fully
enclosed climate-controlled comfort cab. The
cab interior is more than 36 inches wide, and a
suspension seat is standard.
Hydraulic Quick-Tach is available for easily hooking up and disconnecting attachments.
Operators can hook up non-hydraulic attachments without leaving the cab. Attachments
available include an angle broom, auger, bale
handler, bale squeeze, buckets, grapple, pallet
fork, tilt carriage, and truss boom. n

JLG G5-18A “Super Compact” Telehandler

J

LG Industries, McConnellsburg, Pa., offers
the “super compact” G5-18A telehandler.
Built in Shippensburg, Pa., the 5,500pound capacity G5-18A was designed
with four applications in mind: construction,
landscaping, municipalities, and agriculture.
The G5-18A boasts a capacity of 4,400 pounds
at the 18'4" maximum lift height and 1,850
pounds at the 10'10" maximum forward reach.
Travel speed is 16 mph and boom cycle time is
21 seconds, allowing operators to quickly move
materials on a variety of jobsites.
Powering the unit is an 84-hp Perkins 1104D.
Axles are supplied by Dana, and the unit features a Rexroth hydrostatic transmission. A
Sauer-Danfoss fixed gear pump is used to operate boom function.
Maneuverability was a focus of the G5-18A’s
design. The machine boasts a 126-inch turning
radius and compact dimensions, such as a 144.5inch length (less forks) and 71.5-inch width. At
75.6 inches tall, this machine can fit through a
finished double-wide door. The G5-18A comes
standard with three operator-selectable steering
modes: four-wheel circle, four-wheel crab, and
two-wheel steer.
and
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The cab features a built-in armrest, tilted
single joystick, cell phone charger, and an adjustable seat. Options include a radio-ready
package and an enclosed cab. A unique control
feature allows operators to select their preferred
motion. When the joystick is moved left to right
in the “lift mode,” the machine will boom in and
out. In the “loader mode,” the left-right motion
will tilt the attachment up and down. One

switch in the cab allows operators to choose the
preferred mode.
Featured attachments for the G5-18A include
standard and side-tilt carriages; pallet, lumber,
and cubing forks; general purpose, light material, and grapple buckets; and a crane hook.
The G5-18A features a universal coupler and
adapter plate to allow operators to use skid-steer
attachments. n

Caterpillar TH255 Compact Telehandler

T

he TH255 super compact telehandler
is a wholly new model in the Peoria,
Ill.-based Caterpillar line. The machine offers compact dimensions and
maneuverability for efficient work in tight
areas. Despite its small size, the TH255
has a rated load capacity of 5,500 pounds,
lift height of 18'4" and capacity of 1,850
pounds at its 10'10" maximum forward
reach. Equipped with a universal skid-steer
coupler, the TH255 can handle a variety of
work tools including forks, hooks, buckets,
augers, and brooms.
Designed with a spacious cab, allowing for
easier ingress and egress, the TH255 offers
exceptional sight lines from the comfortable
suspension seat – despite the low profile provided by a cab height of less than 6'4".
The TH255 weighs in at 10,800 pounds
and is powered by a Cat C4.4 diesel engine
producing gross power of 84 hp. The engine
meets Tier 3 emissions requirements. Low

cab height and a machine width of only 71.5
inches make the TH255 ideal for working in
tight spaces. The turning radius is 126 inches.
Three steering modes – circle, two-wheel,
and crab – further improve the telehandler’s
maneuverability. The hydrostatic drive sys-

tem allows automotive-style driving with no
shifting required.
The TH255 is sized to work productively
and cost effectively in a variety of construction, material-handling, landscaping, nursery, and agricultural applications. n
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Analysis
Proper wire rope
lubrication shields the
rope from corrosion
and fatigue.

Wire Rope

A Well-Oiled Machine
Lubrication is required for smooth moving and maximizing wire
rope life, but knowing what to use – and how often – are not always
straightforward questions.

A

By Phil Bishop

crane rope is like a machine, and lubrication is required to keep it moving
smoothly and maximize its lifespan.
There are two primary reasons why
you should lubricate wire rope from time to
time. First, it shields the rope from corrosion, and second, it protects it from fatigue.
After all, a wire rope has hundreds of moving
parts all rubbing against each other, and a
certain amount of care and maintenance are
required to keep this machine running.

“Within a wire rope there are 200 to 300
wires and, therefore, 200 to 300 moving parts,”
says Dave Hewitt, U.K.-based technical sales
manager of rope manufacturer Bridon. Lubrication eliminates friction and subsequent
abrasive damage.
“Better wire rope manufacturers fully lubricate with grease during manufacture,” Hewitt
adds. “Eventually it dries out and becomes
useless. Lubrication protects the manufacturing
grease that’s within the rope.” Even plastic-filled

Untreated wire rope being pulled from a receiving winch.
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ropes require lubrication to protect the outside
from corrosion, he says.
Lubricating wire rope also can help keep
the drum spooling smoothly in multi-layer
applications, says Dennis Fetter, vice president
of product engineering and R&D of WireCo
WorldGroup (formerly Wire Rope Corporation of America), Kansas City, Mo.
What makes a seemingly simple subject
more complicated is the fact that there is no
precise guidance for how often you need to
lubricate and what you should use. Grease
and oil both have their place, as well as their
upsides and downsides. Premium products
designed specially for lubricating wire rope
are available, but generic lubricants may
sometimes better suit many crane owners.
Fetter says that there is no rule of thumb for
how often lubrication is required. “It depends
on working conditions, the environment and
the type of lubricant,” he says. “It requires experience to know when to lubricate and not
to over lubricate and throw money away.” Not
only is over lubricating a waste of money, too
much lubricant can result in it building up,
getting grease all over the equipment and the
load being lifted, he says.
Fetter says that the critical area to lube is the
area that wears out from fatigue. However, if the

NEW

Maximum Lifting Capacity 35t

Rear tandem mount available

Radio Remote Controls
Model : RCS-F

Maximum Lifting Capacity 20t

Maximum Lifting Capacity 10t
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main purpose is corrosion protection, then the
whole length of the rope needs to be lubricated.
Hewitt says the rope should be lubricated as
often as necessary to keep the outside of the
rope in good condition and prevent the manufacturer’s grease from getting hard.
Optimum frequency also can be impacted
not just by operating conditions but also the nature of the loads being lifted. “If you are putting
glass cladding panels onto a building, the last
thing you want is any oil or grease on a panel,”
Hewitt says. “It may be better to run the rope
almost dry because it may be cheaper to replace
the rope after a short service life than clean the
glazing afterwards.”

To grease or not to grease

In extreme environments, such as offshore
areas where wind, salt water, and often intense operating conditions mean ropes need
extra protection, grease is generally preferred
to oil. Grease can be applied either by hand
or with pressure lubricating systems. However, many crane owners still prefer to use
oil. “Grease is seen [by some] as a health hazard to the skin; it can drip off the rope and
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With the Kirkpatrick
wire rope lubrication
system, a metal collar
with seals is placed
around the rope and
grease is injected
under pressure into
the rope.
be a slip hazard; and it can contaminate the
environment, for example, in a paper mill, it
can drop onto the paper,” Hewitt says. Grease
also makes it harder to inspect the rope for
broken wires, he adds.
“You’ve got to think about the environment,”
Hewitt continues. “Oil is simpler and easier to
apply. You can spray it on the rope and keep
yourself and the local environment clean. You
don’t need to touch the rope. But offshore, for
example, grease is preferred. Whether to use
oil or grease is down to the preference of the
operating company.”

CRANE Dec. 06

Even with grease, however, users need to ensure it does not dry out. “If grease on the outside
of the rope dries out, it becomes hard and water
can get under it,” Hewitt says.

The range of lube choices

After the operating conditions determine
the choice between oil and grease, it must
then be decided which greases or oils to
use. Fetter says that the best product is one
that offers maximum protection for the
maximum length of time, but costs need to
be weighed. A specialty lubricant may be
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five times the cost of a generic lubricant,
but because it does not have to be applied as
often, the cost savings in maintenance times
may be significant. “The ideal lubricant is
something that is going to penetrate into the
strands and get around all of the wires in the
rope,” he says.
Hewitt advises that the lubricant should
be compatible with the manufacturer’s lubricant. “Ask your rope supplier for confirmation,” he says. In general, any suitable bearing
grease or oil will do the job, as long as it does

WIRE ROPE
not have harmful additives, such as sulphurs
or graphites.
“You often hear about penetrating oils,”
Hewitt says. “But you want something that
penetrates into the rope but not back out the
other side again.” Solvent-based products
should be used sparingly, he says. “You don’t
want a solvent that goes into the product and
washes out the lubricant inside the rope,”
he adds. “There are Teflon lubricants that
are quite expensive and said to have better
lubricating properties. We don’t evaluate

products on the market. We leave that to the
customers.”
Even though Bridon offers its own range
of wire rope lubricants, unlike WireCo, it
still makes a point of not recommending any
particular type or brand of lubricant. Bridon’s
lubricant is sold under the brand Brilube, with
different grades available for different applications and operating conditions.
Hewitt says: “We have got a Bridon product,
but we don’t make any particular claims for it.
We simply say these are the products and these
are the operating temperatures for them. We
don’t push people to buy ours particularly. It’s
more something we offer for our distributors to
sell. A lot of our customers have lubricant contracts for all the lubricants they use as a company, offering them better economy of scale,
and we understand that.”
Fetter says that WireCo has chosen not to
have a lubricant brand. “Normally people have
a supplier who they get all their oils and lubes
from,” he says. “There are specialty brandname lubes sold specifically for wire rope that
may have advantages, but it’s up to a particular
site to determine the cost-effectiveness of premium products.”

Pressurized greasing systems

Hewitt says that the most thorough way to
lubricate a wire rope is to use a pressurized
greasing system. “It gets rid of all the grit that
contaminates the rope, cleans up the rope, and
relubricates from the outside in,” he says. “If
you have a fleet of mobile cranes, it is easy to
set up a system. You are not going to do it onsite, but it is something that can be done easily
back at the depot.”
Fetter is slightly less enthusiastic. “They have
their pluses and minuses,” he says. He has been
impressed by demonstrations of how a pressure
lube system can make a rusty old rope look
shiny and new. However, Fetter says: “It doesn’t
really make the rope like new. If rusting that
causes pitting has occurred, then you still have
a corroded rope with reduced strength and service life.” It’s better to prevent the rope getting
rusty in the first place, he says.
The first wire rope lubrication system on
the market in the United States was developed
in 1982 by The Kirkpatrick Group of Plano,
Texas. Company founder and president Bob
Kirkpatrick developed the system in response
to the needs of his father’s company, Kirkpatrick
& O’Donnell Construction Equipment, which
owned more than 400 cranes at the time.
and
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u Analysis
Kirkpatrick’s biggest successes
have come in sectors where operating conditions are at their most
extreme. The mining industry is
a significant customer, as well as
the U.S. Navy and Coast Guard.
The U.S. Navy NAS North Island
purchased a Kirkpatrick system
for less than $6,000 in 2004 and
reduced its man-hours per year
spent on cleaning and lubricating
Wire rope coated with Dynagard Blue lubricant from crane ropes from 438 to 32. A cost
analysis showed a 10-year return
The Kirkpatrick Group.
on investment of approximately
$135,900
and
a break-even point of 0.41 years.
Kirkpatrick claims that using a pressure sysIt
also
substantially
reduced hazardous material
tem will double or triple rope life because it is
usage,
hazardous
waste
generation, and nonmuch more thorough than other lubrication
hazardous
materials
used
to clean and lubricate
methods. “The lube will fill any space available
crane
cables.
to it. Do it by hand, and you are only surface
Despite its roots in the construction crane
coating it,” he says. With this system, a metal
sector,
it seems that this industry has been
collar with seals is placed around the rope and
slow
to
embrace lubricating systems. “The
grease is injected under pressure (see the image
construction
industry really hasn’t been a big
on page 46). The rope can be pulled through the
customer
of
ours,
” Kirkpatrick says. He reckcollar or the collar can be pulled along the rope.
ons
this
is
because
it generally does not look
Either way, it can clean and grease a rope at a
after
its
ropes
well.
rate of 100 feet per minute.

and
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WIRE ROPE
However, Hewitt offers a different perspective. Mobile crane ropes tend to suffer
mechanical damage, from spooling on and
off the drum, for example, long before they
suffer corrosion or fatigue. Therefore they
probably do not need as intensive a greasing
as a pressure system gives, he says.
The economics may be different on a
1,000-ton lattice-boom crane than a 25-ton
hydro. Big cranes are generally looked after
better than smaller ones so mechanical damage to the rope is less likely. The big cranes
have 5,000 feet of 1-inch-thick (28 mm) rope,
which is substantially costlier to replace than
the rope on a small runabout. Greater attention to lubricating and cleaning the rope
makes sense.
Hewitt says there is also a tendency for
crane owners to lubricate less today than they
may have in the past. There is a tendency to
run the ropes drier than ever before because
it makes inspection easier and because of
safety – “they don’t want lubricant dripping.”
But to answer the questions “how often” and
“what lubricant,” Hewitt’s advice is as simple
as it gets: “Anything is better than nothing.” ■
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Product Review

On- and Off-Road Handling

Michelin’s X-Crane radial tire is designed for a smoother ride, better
handling, and increased fuel efficiencies for all-terrain cranes.

M

By Lucy Perry

ichelin North America Inc. has
expanded its range of all-terrain
crane tires with its newest offering,
the X-Crane AT Series. Engineered
for driving both between and on jobsites, the
385/95 R 25 X-Crane AT (14.00R25) delivers a
smooth ride required for on-road driving and
the traction necessary for off-road operations.
The tire is designed for all-terrain cranes that
make lifts between 35 to 600 tons and travel
over 50 mph on the highway between jobsites.
Engineered with fuel-saving features, it offers
7 percent less rolling resistance. This benefit is
attributed to rubber compounds and an asymmetrical tread design. Plus, the tire features a
20-percent longer service life than its predecessor because of evenly distributed ground
contact that enables regular wear. Because
of the unique tread pattern, tread-to-ground
contact is gradual, which results in reduced
vibration as the AT crane is driven on-road.
Introduced in 2006, the X-Crane Series includes the 385/95 R 24 X-Crane AT (14.00R24)
and the 445/95 R 25 X-Crane AT (16.00R25).
At Bauma 2007, the newest member of the
series was unveiled to customers, and over the
rest of the year, the 385/95 R25 and 385/95
R24 sizes were phased in.
According to Steve White, market segment
manager for construction at Greenville, S.C.based Michelin North America, customers
were looking for a product that wears evenly.
“The needs of the customer and the utilization requirements for the machine are always

Tire wear indicators at 25,
50, and 75 percent help
technicians track tire life.
and
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The X-Crane radial tire for all-terrain cranes is engineered for driving both between and
on jobsites and offers a number of handling benefits for the operator.
inputs for the design of our products,” White
says. “The Michelin X-Crane AT tire was
designed to help resist uneven wear, which is
common with use by this type of equipment,
to deliver a smoother ride and increased
tread life.”

A good all-around radial

According to Michelin, it was the first
company to launch radial tires for off-road
applications in 1959. The non-directional
tread design on this tire model improves
operator comfort by reducing road noise and
delivering precise handling response. Manufactured with special rubber compounds, the
tire’s casing and tread design
provide extended, even wear.
Its optimized tread pattern,
engineered with lateral and
longitudinal grooves, improve traction and increase
productivity.
“With numerous cranes
having steering axles, one
of the big complaints was
irregular wear,” White says.
“And, when you put one of
these large vehicles out on the

public highway, you need to be able to control
it. Testing on the X-Crane showed good results
in braking and handling on wet surfaces.”
Though just as critical as braking and handling, fuel issues are more difficult to measure
because the crane is being driven to different
sites under different environmental conditions, he says. “But we always take into consideration rolling resistance,” he says, which
generates heat and sound energy, and affects
fuel costs.
Weight is also a factor in fuel efficiency.
“With the weight of cranes today, you’re burning up a considerable amount of fuel driving
down the highway,” White adds.
Tire wear indicators are built in at 25, 50,
and 75 percent for visible monitoring of tire
life. The tire’s design goal is to help operators
reduce their cost of operation, which helps
their bottom line, says White.
“We talked with the end-user customer
and OEMs and looked at the utilization
requirements of the machine in designing
the X-Crane,” he says. As a result, customers
have given the company 27 percent of overall
worldwide market for specialty tires and “excellent marks in the areas of smooth wear and
traction,” he says. ■
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Product Review

Ambitious Market Entry

MEC launches the first machine in its highly anticipated boom lift line.

F

ollowing its announcement last October
MEC’s M40T was finished with
to enter the self-propelled boom lift maronly days to spare before The
ket, MEC Aerial Work Platforms, Selma,
Rental Show.
Calif., launched its first model, the 40-foot
M40T, at The Rental Show and will show the
model again this month at ConExpo.
The telescopic boom lift has more than 34 feet
of outreach from the centerline of the turntable.
At the other end of the spectrum, the unit’s
tailswing is only 2'3-3/8".
MEC plans to offer the M40T in 500-, 750-,
and 1,000-pound capacities. The working envelope for the 500- and 750-pound
models will be unrestricted, while
the 1,000-pound capacity configuration will utilize envelope control to
limit boom reach when the platform
is loaded to full capacity. Platform
toggle switch functions. The platform control panel incorporates
rotation is a full 180°.
two fully proportional boom function joysticks and one fully
The two-stage boom incorporates
proportional drive joystick. The hydraulic circuit boasts multiple
an externally adjustable slide pad The popular Ford Gas/LP was impleproportional valve to proportionally actuate up to four boom
system and is constructed of struc- mented in the M40T design.
functions simultaneously. Citron said the controls will be common
tural steel tubing. Continuous turntable rotation is 360°, which is accom- across MEC’s telescopic boom lift line.
plished by a hydraulic and electrical swivel provided by HydroMotion.
The control system incorporates a diagnostic display panel and fault
indicator LEDs at the platform and ground control panel, which provide a
Drive and steer systems
general warning by flashing. The system also incorporates a set of interacMEC opted to implement the same Ford Gas/LP and Perkins diesel tive service and maintenance menus to allow for system adjustments and
configurations that have been used on comparable models for years. displays other information, such as water and oil temperature, oil pres“These engine configurations not only have a successful track record, but sure, fuel level, battery voltage, and maintenance reminders. A low-fuel
there is also a large population of mechanics in the field who are very fa- indication system warns the operator when only 4 gallons are remaining.
miliar with them, and many have been formally trained on servicing these
MEC has adopted the drive enable safety cut-out circuit, which engages
engines,” says Steve Citron, director of business development. Swing-out when the boom is rotated past a non-steer tire. “There are inherent advantages to this type of system from a safety perspective, not to mention the
module trays provide easy access to all internal components for service.
The company also selected field-proven Fairfield torque hubs, Sauer- fact that some end-user segments have grown quite accustomed to this
Danfoss drive motors, and Eaton pumps, which have been utilized type of circuit,” Citron says.
on access products for years. The M40T features a 5-mph drive speed,
35-percent gradeability in two-wheel drive, and 50-percent gradeabil- Platform options
ity in four-wheel drive. Four-wheel-drive models also feature a full time
MEC plans to offer multiple platforms, including the standard 6-foot
Quad-Trax™ positive traction drive system and a new patent-pending and optional 8-foot platforms, which feature a recessed top rail to reduce
active oscillating axle system. For pinch point hazards. The platform rails and toe board are made of steel.
two-wheel-steer maneuverability, the
Two AC receptacles housed in outdoor-rated junction boxes in the
M40T features a 4'4" inside and 14'5" platform and at the chassis provide AC power for models equipped with
outside turning radius.
an optional generator package. A 12-volt DC power outlet is located in the
platform, and a multi-purpose tool tray that features dual integrated cup
Operator interface
holders and multiple compartments is also standard equipment.
Platform and ground control panAn optional 3/8-inch diameter air line or water line can be attached at
els feature boom control actuators the bulkhead. MEC has teamed up with Stanley’s hydraulic tool division
positioned around a single machine to offer an optional pair of hydraulic lines, located in the platform and on
MEC opted to use field-proven image for ease of operator training the chassis to provide appropriate hydraulic flow and pressure to power a
Fairfield torque hubs.
and identification of joystick and large selection of Stanley hydraulically actuated tools. ■
and
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Application

Tanks in Texas

Hiab’s knuckleboom cranes come
in handy when working in oil
and natural gas fields.

leboom cranes, two of 11 Hiab
knucklebooms owned by the
company, were used to com- “The remote control system
plete the jobs.
was critical in giving the
Making deliveries and moving equipment in the oil fields operator the best and safest
is an everyday occurrence for vantage point for delivery.
the Texas trucking company,
but care is taken to ensure that With no rigger to handeach lift is done safely. A recent signal the operator, the
lifting job called for Ainsworth
Trucking to move a 9,150- possibility of a miscue is
pound pneumatic tank from avoided.”
the company’s yard in Corpus
Christi to a natural gas drilling
site in Aransas Pass, Texas, for Cabot Oil & Gas, the drilling operator,
and Spirit Drilling Fluids, Houston, Texas, which rented the tanks
from Ainsworth. Measuring about 22 feet tall and 8 feet wide, the
pneumatic tank, or P-tank, is used to store barite, or dry drilling mud,
which is used for weighting up mud when holes are being drilled. The
400E employed on this lift was mounted behind the cab on a long
wheelbase tractor.
Another recent tank-moving job required the hauling company to
do an in-field move for BlackBrush Oil & Gas on an oil and gas welling
site in Panna Maria, Texas. The tank, a 15,000-pound mud-gas separator, had to be relocated when BlackBrush moved its rig to a different
on-site location. Measuring about 15 feet tall and 8 feet wide, the tank
separates gas from mud during drilling. The Hiab 800, which was
rear-mounted on a straight truck, was called on for this job.

Remote operations

A Hiab 400E knuckleboom crane places this 9,000-pound tank on a
natural gas drilling site in Aransas Pass, Texas.

C

By Erin Whitehead

orpus Christi, Texas-based Ainsworth Trucking, a full-service
trucking company, was recently called upon to complete two
lifts on two separate jobs in the Lone Star State. While the
company makes deliveries throughout the continental United
States, oil and gas drilling is big business in Texas, where Ainsworth
has eight locations. In both recent lifts, Hiab knuckleboom cranes
were used to complete the task of delivering two tanks to two different oil and gas rigging sites. Hiab Models 800 and 400E knuckand
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For both of the tank-moving applications, the crane operators used
a radio remote control to operate the cranes – a key factor in the
lifting jobs, according to David Ainsworth, president of Ainsworth
Trucking. The remote system was critical in giving the operator the
best and safest vantage point for delivery. Ainsworth says that the
remote control is the best possible design feature the unit could have,
and it increases jobsite safety immensely.
“The operator does not rely on anyone else’s signal telling him what
to do,” he says. “With the wireless remote, he’s able to walk around
within 100 feet of the truck, and with his own eyes have the machine
do what he needs it to do. It takes the middle person out of the picture.” Without a rigger hand-signaling the operator, the possibility of
a miscue is avoided, leading to a safer site overall.
On a congested jobsite, such as these oil and gas fields, the crane
needs to make every motion predictable. A speed switch on the remote control allows the operator to shift down from full speed to 50percent to 20-percent speed when the operator reaches critical parts
of the lift. The lever on the remote still has the same throw, according
to Tim Arkilander, product manager for Hiab, Perrysburg, Ohio, but
the speed of its output is reduced by 2:1 or 5:1. The knuckleboom
crane also helps the operator avoid any of the problems with load
sway that can occur with long winch cables.
Ainsworth prefers to use the Hiab cranes for these types of applications and says he’s transformed the knuckleboom truck crane by

u Application

A Hiab 800 knuckleboom crane delivered this mud-gas separator tank to an oil field in Texas.

Booth # G-335
and
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adding winches to the truck.
“I’ve designed them to replace
pole trucks because they’re so “The diesel consumption to
much safer,” he says. While drive the pump on the Hiab
Ainsworth had some resistance
at first getting customers to system is about 400 gallons
accept the knuckleboom truck less per year than convencranes over the pole trucks,
customers have since changed tional hydraulic systems,
their views. “I give them the which not only saves money,
safety net of ‘If you’ll just let me
send it, it’ll do the job; try it, if but also lessens the annual
it does not perform as well or carbon dioxide footprint.”
better than a pole truck, it’ll be
no charge’ – and I’ve never had
a no charge,” he says.
The tanks were transported to the jobsites lying down, and the
cranes were used to stand them upright and place them in position
once they reached the final destination. According to Ainsworth, it
took less than an hour on each end to load and unload and place the

TA N K S I N T E X A S

tanks in their positions. Although the jobs were quick, there were the boom is loaded to full capacity or empty, Arkilander says. When
special considerations because of the congested jobsites. Articulat- loaded, the boom may have to move the load a quarter of an inch,
ing cranes were ideal because of the superior control
especially when setting items down or lining up bolts
they could offer this particular lift, according to
to mount the item it is handling. The Hiab cranes
Arkilander. As the boom stood the tank upright,
also allow the operator to run several functions at
the operator needed to keep proper tension in
once and move the boom tip exactly as needed,
the rigging, which was possible with Hiab’s conwhether loaded or empty.
trol system.
Furthermore, the load-sensing system is ex“An articulating crane can attach directly to
tremely efficient, according to Arkilander. On
average, the diesel consumption to drive the
the rigging, and by simultaneous operation of
pump
on the Hiab system is about 400 gallons
the first boom, second boom and extension, very
less
per
year than the conventional hydraulic
precise load control is achieved,” Arkilander says.
systems
that are more commonly used on
“This worked especially well for the tank lifts when Hiab’s remote control allows the
equipment
of this type, which not only saves
used in conjunction with Hiab’s control system, operator to control the crane from as
money
and
the fuel pump, but also lessens
employing a precision radio remote control, load far as 100 feet away from the lift.
the
annual
carbon
dioxide footprint from the
sensing valve and a variable pump. This allows the
reduced
fuel
use
by
nearly
9,000
pounds
per year – important for a
operator to move the load with precision, control and accuracy.”
world that is increasingly “going green.”
Arkilander emphasizes the importance of the crane’s flexibility and
Precise movements
ability
to handle a variety of jobs in and around the oil field industry.
Also important to this job was the hydraulic system – a load-sens“The
well
service industry is full of challenges, and you never know
ing, pressure-compensated system through Hiab’s exclusive V91 hywhat
you
are
going to get,” he says. “You need the right crane for the
draulic valve. The pump is a load-sensing variable pump. The cranes’
job
because
if
the crane can’t do it, that 25,000-pound piece of equiphydraulic systems were essential for accurate precision movements,
ment
isn’t
going
to jump off the truck by itself and go to its place on
which is important when handling and setting various equipment
the
well
rig.
”
around oil and gas wells. The boom tip response is the same whether
■
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Trends

Boom Lifts Get On Track

With their ability to navigate tough terrain and access hard-to-reach
jobsites, it’s not hard to see why track-mounted machines are becoming
rising stars.

The Suppliers

A

ichi, a Japan-based company with U.S. headquarters in Glen Burnie, Md., has
offered tracked boom lifts since 1982, when the company first introduced its
40- and 60-foot track units. Its 70-foot units were later introduced in 1987, and the
company has been one of the leaders in this market ever since. Aichi currently offers
four models of its steel-tracked boom lifts.
The first U.S. manufacturer to offer track-mounted boom lifts was McConnellsburg,
Pa.-based JLG Industries, which has offered these machines since the mid- to late1990s, according to Mark Mohn, product champion for JLG. Currently, the company
offers two models in its 600 Series: the 600SC, which is the straight 60-foot machine
with no jib, and the 660SJC, which is a jib-equipped 66-foot model.
Genie Industries, Redmond, Wash., recently unveiled two introductions to its telescopic boom lift lineup at The Rental Show, the S-60 and S-65, both of which are
fixed-track models. Unlike the JLG and Aichi models, Genie’s models have four smaller
steel-reinforced rubber tracks.
Additionally, Loegering Manufacturing, Casselton, N.D., introduced its QTS™ option
for certain aerial work platforms in January 2007. The system was approved for aftermarket use on Genie’s S-60 and S-65 telescopic boom lifts before those units were available with the fixed-track. Genie still approves the Loegering tracks on those models for
customers who want to be able to interchange the tracks with the standard tires.
two manufacturers – Aichi and JLG
Industries – has seen recent product
introductions. Genie Industries has
jumped onto the tracked boom lift
bandwagon, and with Loegering’s bolton tracks also available, it’s easy to see
that the market for these machines is
not only stable, but growing.

Applications

Aichi’s tracked boom lift works in sandy
conditions on a bridge building project.

E

By Erin Whitehead

ven though advancements in drive
systems have improved the ability of
current four-wheel-drive machines to
negotiate challenging ground conditions, there are still areas that until now have
been inaccessible to self-propelled aerial
and
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work platforms. While the track-mounted
boom lift market may not be developing at
breakneck speed, recent introductions to
the segment lead industry experts to believe
that the demand for this niche product is
on the rise. The tracked-boom lift segment,
which until recently was made up of only

Crawler-mounted boom lifts really
gain ground by allowing the operator
to access jobsites that would be inaccessible without tracks. Tracked machines are usually called on to work in
extreme environments where wheeled
machines can’t get enough traction to
easily get around the site. Bridge and
overpass construction top the list of specific
applications where there has already been
market penetration. “Typically they are in
demand for any jobsite with poor ground
conditions such as mud, sand, swamp, loose
gravel, etc.,” says Alan Dotts, general manager for Aichi USA. “Because of their very

u Trends
low ground pressure, these units allow end
users to work in conditions where the usual
rubber tire unit performs poorly.”
Mark Mohn, JLG’s product champion, says
that the low ground pressure that tracks provide allows the machines to be able to “float”
above the mud on a swampy jobsite. Wheeled
machines tend to dig in if mud is too deep,
and the machines can’t stay on top of the surface to be able to get around, he says.
The low ground pressure of its new tracked
machines lets them get around in conditions
including mud, “sugar sand,” standing water,
compacted snow, or loose gravel, according
to Phil Harvey, product manager for Genie
Industries. “Wheeled machines develop a
pressure under the tires anywhere from 60 to
more than 100 psi,” he says. “Our four-point
track machine develops ground pressure of
less than 11 psi, great for ‘floating’ in sugar
sand and on grass. In addition to the low
pressure, the tracks still have more than 100
lugs in contact with the ground at any one
time, so crawling power is not sacrificed.”
Because tracked units are built for specific
ground conditions, they may not be as preva-

Tracks give the JLG 660SJC lower ground
pressure and increased flotation to allow
it to traverse muddy conditions on this
construction site.

lent in certain areas of the country. Mohn sees
JLG units go to specific areas of the country
more than others, namely the upper Midwest
and states where muddy and sandy conditions are more common, such as Louisiana.
Tracked units also command a higher price,
roughly 20 percent or more than the price of
wheeled units. Track drive systems are more
expensive because of the higher cost of manufacturing the two large steel tracks instead
of rubber tires. The higher cost of purchase
translates into a higher rental rate as well.
“Because our machines are viewed as niche
machines and how they are able to perform
when other units cannot, the higher rate
provides a much better return for the rental
company,” Dotts says.
Jeff Yaeger, sales and service representative for Ideal Crane Rental, Madison, Wis.,
estimates that tracked units typically rent
anywhere from 20 to 40 percent more than
wheeled units. But that doesn’t deter customers. “The demand seems to be growing
because people realize downtime costs are
more than a little bit higher rental dollar,”
Yaeger says.

2007 Telehandler/Boom Lift
s

2007

DVDs now available:
4 Telehandler DVD 4 Boom Lift DVD

2007

Event Special: $59

each

$19 additional copies free shipping
Contact Becky at 800-231-8953 to order your copy!
and
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u Trends
Maintenance issues on track-mounted
boom lifts are fairly straightforward. The
units are generally low maintenance because
owners don’t have to worry about flat tires
or foam filling being damaged. On some
units, owners must keep tracks greased and
avoid running steel tracks over concrete and
asphalt, which will tear up the tracks and the
asphalt. Dotts notes that both Aichi and JLG
tracks are greaseless, and all Aichi track units
are sold with rubber track pads to avoid damage when traveling on asphalt and concrete.

Add-on tracks vs. fixed tracks

Loegering has offered over-the-tire steel
tracks for aerial work platforms for almost 15
years, but with new rubber-track technology,
it has been able to implement more innovative designs. In January 2007, the company
launched QTS, which is a set of four independent, rubber-track undercarriages that bolt
right to the wheel hubs of the Genie S-60 and
S-65 telescopic boom lifts. The bolt-on option
allows users with wheeled units to switch to a
tracked unit when conditions demand it.
“Tracks are a very unique technology com-

and
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Genie’s recently introduced S-65 has four independent swiveling track units at each
wheel location, rather than two full-length tracks.
pared to tires,” says Tim Martin, marketing
manager for Loegering. “Tracks offer a larger
footprint, which can aid in stability and lower
a machine’s ground pressure. QTS reduces
ground pressure on the Genie S-60 by approximately 400 percent. This low ground pressure
minimizes hazardous ruts and decreases ground
disturbance on sensitive soils.”

The Loegering QTS design treats each
wheel hub independently from the others,
which delivers machine mobility and less
ground disturbance, according to Martin.
The system is also designed to minimize the
“break-over effect,” which occurs when a
rigid track system crests the top of an incline
and begins its contact with the other side.

“Whether the other side is flat or declining, this effect can make operators nervous in
the basket,” says Martin. “The QTS system allows all four tracks to oscillate independently
from each other, increasing contact with the
ground and minimizes any break-over. In
addition, the bolt-on design offers the versatility to use a machine with tracks or revert
back to tires. By utilizing each option in the
right applications, it can increase productivity and decrease operating costs.”
Genie fixed-track models use Loegering’s
QTS design, which has independent swiveling
track units at each wheel location. Harvey says
this design allows the machines to do little
damage to the ground surface because it steers
like a traditional wheeled machine as opposed
to the skid steer-type operation of a full-length
track. The four-point system also reduces the
up and down whip at the platform when the
operator is raised.
JLG’s Mohn says that the tracked machines
do operate differently than their wheeled
counterparts, so operators should familiarize themselves with how they operate.
Steel-tracked machines can display a rocking

effect as the track crests the hill and begins
heading down the other side. Knowing what
to expect when operating a tracked unit for
the first time can help operators familiarize
themselves with the unit.

While operators may feel more stable
on tracks, they still need to remember
the fundamentals of boom lift operating safety. Extra stability doesn't allow
operation in unsafe conditions.
Harvey says it is relatively easy for an operator who is trained on a wheeled machine to
get used to driving a Genie four-point track
machine. All the hydraulic drive components
– hoses, manifolds, drive motors, brakes, and
active oscillating axle circuits – as well as the
engines, controls, and boom structures are
identical to the Genie wheeled models, so
service parts are interchangeable. New training for service personnel is minimal.

While Loegering’s QTS system may prevent the break-over effect, some experts say
the add-on-type tracks may not be able to
cover the ground that fixed units can. Ideal
Crane’s Yaeger says that the fixed-track units
can be used anywhere, while in his experience the add-on tracks can’t be used in every
circumstance. “You can use these whether
you’ve got even, uneven ground, gaps in
the ground,” he says. “With the other ones,
if you end up in a valley or an uneven area,
then you’re going to have problems.”
Tracks can give operators not only the terrainability they need in rough terrain but
added stability as well. “With more exposure
to more jobsites, these units have gained
popularity not only for traction but for
gradeability and safety,” says Dotts. “Many
operators feel much more stable with the
track base rather than four air-filled tires.”
But while operators may feel more stable on
tracks versus tires, they still need to remember the fundamentals of boom lift operating
safety. “When driving through rough terrain,
the boom needs to be in the stowed position;
when elevating or extending, all aerial work

www.rrtirecovers.com
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platforms must be on firm level ground,” Harvey says. “The ability of a tracked machine to
negotiate challenging terrain is so it can get to
the work site.” The extra stability isn’t a green
light to operate in unsafe conditions.

Tracks in the future

With the growth of this product segment, are
any other companies thinking about bringing
their own tracked machines into the market?
Skyjack’s senior product marketing manager,
Paul Kreutzwiser, doesn’t discount the possibility. “Skyjack does recognize there is demand,
a growing demand, for track-type systems on
boom lifts,” he says. “While we have not put
our design resources on this project due to our
commitment to becoming a full-line boom lift
supplier, we are keeping a close eye on it.”
Loegering’s Tim Martin says that the emergence of rubber-track technology has affected
the market’s demand across multiple product
lines. “Whether you are looking at compact
equipment or aerial work platforms, it’s no secret that tracks are helping operators be more
productive,” he says. “QTS has generated a lot
of positive feedback from our customers. They

Loegering’s QTS option, here on a Genie S-60, tackles steep terrain at the
Lift and Access Boom Lift Showcase.
can immediately relate to the benefits of having increased mobility and less ground pressure on demanding jobsites. These trends will
likely continue as the market becomes more
aware of this new innovative technology.”
Aichi’s Dotts says that as more end users
are exposed to the machines, the demand
will continue to grow. “There are still a lot of
people who have never seen a track-mounted
boom lift,” he says. “The trend I see is that

rental companies are looking for ways to
expand their customer base, and our units
help them do that by expanding jobsite capabilities.” Dotts predicts approximately 10- to
20-percent growth in the segment for 2008.
“We see growing demand, which is why we
have introduced this new product,” says Genie’s Harvey. “The tracks allow you to bring the
benefits of aerial lifts to previously inaccessible
spaces, which is a recipe for growth.” ■
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BOOTH G-236
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Trends

Defend Equipment
from Theft and
Unauthorized Use

Wireless, GPS tracking and access control
devices all have a place in protecting equipment.

M

By Sue Dahlberg

ost owners and operators work hard
to secure equipment on jobsites,
but protecting equipment from
unauthorized use and theft can
be a difficult proposition. Sites may be large,
open spaces in remote areas. Open cabs and
ignition switches that don’t require unique
keys contribute to the problem. Even sites
with security measures in place have been hit
with tactics, including spray-painting security
cameras, cutting alarm cables, disabling motion detectors and lighting, and hot-wiring
equipment and driving it through fences.
The National Equipment Register, New York,
N.Y., reports that skid-steer loaders, tractors,
and backhoes are stolen more often than
other pieces of equipment because they’re
easiest to take. However, cranes and lifting
equipment are also at risk.
In addition to the cost of the stolen equipment, lost productivity, increased downtime
and project delay penalties, and higher
insurance rates are all results of theft and
vandalism.

The use of equipment by trained operators is
critical for workplace safety and OSHA compliance. Equipment fitted with digital key codes,
mechanical disconnects, ignition locks, and
hidden kill switches that can be programmed to
allow only properly certified or trained operators to access machines also provide a measure
of security.

Telematics systems

The ability to send, receive, and store information wirelessly provides the mechanism for
equipment management systems to deter theft.
GlobalTRACS from Qualcomm, San Diego,

Different perspectives

There are a number of methods to address
the issue of security for lifting equipment.
Some manufacturers offer built-in tamperproof devices on their equipment. Telematics
– sending, receiving and storing information
via telecommunication devices – has allowed
companies to offer solutions that include global
positioning systems (GPS), global information
systems (GIS), wireless, and internet technologies to track equipment movement.
Sue Dahlberg is senior associate editor of sister
publication, Industrial Lift and Hoist.
and
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Qualcomm’s virtual fence allows the user
to set an electronic boundary and alert the
customer if equipment leaves the area.
Calif., is a GPS-based equipment management
system that includes a number of features as deterrents for unauthorized use and theft including a virtual fence capability with security alerts
to reduce the risk of theft and support theft
recovery. An electronic boundary can be set
around a jobsite or equipment yard, which will
alert the customer if the equipment leaves the
area. Electronic curfews also can be set. Owners

define work hours for the piece of equipment
and if an engine is started after hours, an alert
will be sent. In the case of an electronic boundary breach or curfew breach, equipment owners
are notified via text message, email, cell phone,
or pager. If no action is taken, an escalation
procedure goes into effect until the customer is
successfully reached.
The theft protection network is useful if a
machine is stolen. The owner can notify Qualcomm and its customer support personnel who
can set the machine’s internal record to stolen,
which puts the machine on constant watch. If
the machine goes on-air, an alert goes off and a
position is logged. If the authorities are notified,
real-time positions and mapping details can
guide the authorities to the stolen equipment.
Theft protection, real-time updates, remote
disable capabilities, and a completely covert
installation are features of San Francisco, Calif.based DPL America’s Titan anti-theft system.
The GPS-based system allows users to remotely
disable and re-enable equipment through the
web software. It can be programmed to allow
a piece of equipment to operate during established work hours. If someone tries to override
the system, it will automatically shut down.
Once the system is installed with its hidden
in-cab antenna, it automatically immobilizes
the machine every night to eliminate unauthorized movement and theft. Each time
the monitored machine is turned on, off
or moved, the unit updates the status and
location in real time. If a potential thief
finds and attempts to remove the unit,
it will disable the machine, and a panic
mode feature leaves a mapped trail for police to follow. A backup battery keeps the
unit reporting if power is lost or cut.
Installing theft deterrent systems can result
in significant dollar savings. “The typical equipment owner sees a complete ROI in two years or
less due to the reduced downtime and replacement rentals from theft deterrence, as well as the
utilization and revenue gains from tracking usage data,” says Tony Nicoletti director of North
American sales at DPL America. “Beyond this,
the largest hard dollar gain is in the insurance
savings the equipment owner sees. We have at
least one major underwriter endorsing the Titan system, giving a 20- to 50-percent premium
reduction as soon as the unit is installed and
waiving the deductible up to $10,000.”
The iSite CELogic system from MicroLogic, Westborough, Mass., uses a low-power,
ruggedized remote transponder installed on

Quick Theft Recovery for Zachry Construction Corp.

J

oe Serda, San Antonio, Texas-based Zachry Construction Corp.’s equipment coordinator, received an alert
one morning notifying him that a 30-ton Grove RT530E rough-terrain crane protected by a geofence had
made an unauthorized move from an equipment storage yard in Houston. After contacting John Froleich,
the equipment superintendent in Houston, they confirmed the crane, along with a hauling truck and lowboy trailer, were missing. Because the equipment was protected by QualComm’s GlobalTRACS system, Serda
was able to issue a wireless command to locate the unit, and received its street location and geographical
coordinates within seconds. Armed with the information, Froleich contacted the Houston police. The equipment was quickly retrieved with only minor cosmetic damage.
“The people here at Zachry are very happy about how this turned out,” Serda says. “Some of us had a natural
skepticism about the performance of electronic systems, but this experience has really turned us into believers.”
Recovering the crane so quickly eliminated the need to file an insurance claim, and it saved significant
time and money by not having to locate and purchase replacement equipment. The company also avoided
paying rental fees for a crane while awaiting delivery of a replacement crane, and averted jobsite construction delays caused by the loss of crane, truck, and trailer.

first enable this hidden relay wirelessly or that
relay will not give power to the circuit, preventing the engine from starting. This wireless relay
can be enabled by a keypad with the company’s
Keyenabler or Start-Smart; by using Genie, a
long distance RFID card; or by pressing the
button on a keychain fob.
“The Start-Smart was specifically designed
for tough outdoor applications,” says Terry
Wickman, president of Keytroller. “The device
has a nearly indestructible metal piezo keypad
that has no moving parts and is sealed for extreme conditions. The operator enters his code.
diesel- or gas-engine powered equipment. Data the user when a machine either enter or leaves If it is accepted, the device lights ‘Enabled.’ The
is collected in real time on the equipment’s a defined area.
operator presses ‘start’ to start the engine and
location, usage, and key operating metrics.
‘stop’ to stop the engine – totally eliminating the
Features of the system include 100-percent Access control
ignition key.”
satellite communication to provide equipment
Secure equipment and control access are
StartManager from ShockWatch, Dallas,
location, geographic fences, time fences, stop/ proactive measures that are designed to prevent Texas, is mounted directly on equipment and
start notification, scheduled engine startup/ the theft from occurring. Controlling access to restricts equipment access to trained, authoshutdown, starter disable/enable (scheduled machines is the first step.
rized operators while recording
or remote), and master cutoff capability.
Caterpillar, Peoria, Ill., offers
usage information. The unit
As Sheldon Apsell, MicroLogic’s president a machine security system
can be used on any type of
and CEO explains, “Besides the general benefits (MSS) that is available for
equipment and will work in
of managing fleets of construction equipment, its telehandlers and
conjunction with a user’s
our CELogic systems are capable of helping can be installed on
preferred access device, inprevent the theft of equipment as well as theft nearly all brands of
cluding HID proximity card
of unauthorized usage. The combined utiliza- equipment. It guards
readers, iButton readers, and
tion of geographic fences and time (operation) against theft by disabling a ma- MicroLogic’s iSite CELogic
infrared readers. Safe vehicle
fences not only notifies customers of equipment chine’s starting system and uses system combines geographic operation and procedures
movement but also can disable engine startup.” keys embedded with an elec- fences and time fences to
can be reinforced without
tronic chip, each with a unique prevent unauthorized use.
supervisory oversight while
Manufacturer provided deterrents
digital identification. The keys
ensuring that only trained
In the past few years, some manufacturers fit existing Cat machines and will start all of and certified operators access equipment.
have begun providing theft deterrent devices for them. But on MSS-equipped machines, the elec“Once a StartManager is installed, only authoequipment as a standard feature or as an option. tronic controller checks the key being inserted rized operators could engage the engine,” says
These systems may be proprietary or involve a against its pre-approved list of authorized keys. Bob Greenberg, product manager – equipment
partnership with a third-part vendor.
If the key is on the list, the machine will start. monitors for ShockWatch. “This means that if
Moline, Ill.-based John Deere’s JDLink Each machine can store up to 50 key identifica- an employee has only bulldozer certification he
Machine Monitoring System, which al- tions, and each key can be configured to operate could not operate a crane. Furthermore, equiplows customers to check machine operation a range of machines or enable operation for a ment left overnight in a yard would be more difcertain period of ficult to steal as only those with a green operator
times, track machine
time. The design is fob could engage the engine. This is true even
locations, and set
integrated into the if the physical key is left in the ignition. If any
restrictions on when
electronics of the damage is done to the equipment, the supervimachines are allowed
to run, have been
machine, making sor would have a record of who was operating
developed through a
it virtually impos- the equipment.”
strategic alliance with
sible to defeat.
Qualcomm. PettiboKeytroller, Tam- Risk assessment is key
ne, Baraga, Mich., also
pa, Fla., produces
The bottom line on the use of equipment theft
offers Qualcomm’s
two wireless relays technology is one of risk assessment. Consider
GlobalTRACS GPS Keytroller’s Start-Smart has a virtually inde- that are meant to the likelihood and possible severity of a theft,
system as optional structible keypad for outdoor applications. control machine including the costs of business interruption,
equipment on its teleaccess. The relay increased insurance premium, and how many
handlers to track and locate machines with a is hidden in the ignition, starter, or fuel pump devices could be bought for the cost of deterring
geofence that can be programmed to notify circuit. To start the vehicle, the operator must or quickly detecting one theft. ■
and
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Sales of New
Replacement Controllers
Toggle Switches/Battery Chargers
Fast Turnaround
Over 26 Years Experience
Over 60,000 Rebuilt
100% Satisfaction
Guaranteed
PHONE (928) 775-4918
24 Hr. FAX (928) 775-4845
WEBSITE www.mcsindustrial.com
Send Cores to: 8675 E. Laredo Dr., Prescott Valley, AZ 86314

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

Rebuilding of
Joystick Controllers

MARKETPLACE
Compact rough-terrain forklifts with high output hydrostatic transmission,
available in 2 wd and 4 wd versions.

C11M/2,000lbs

C150H/3,000lbs

C250H/5,000lbs

C300H/6,000lbs

DEALERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES IN USA AND CANADA
2655 Le Jeune Road – Suite 808
CORAL GABLES FL 33134 (USA)
Toll free: 800 820 AUSA
E-mail: ausa.corp@ausa.com
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FORKLIFT C350H 8,000 LBS
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Consignments
Welcome!

C.

1999 MEC 3072, 4x4, 30ft platform height, deck extension, dual fuel w/1800 hours, only 72in wide! $9500

1998 Skyjack 7027 4x4, 27ft platform height, 70 inches
wide, dual fuel, 2650 hours on Kubota dual fuel. $11500

1996 Snorkel TB42P 4x4, factory reconditioned in 2004!,
Duetz diesel, 2282 hours, 6ft basket, 2 wheel drive, 75%
rubber. $14500

1996 Snorkel TB42PR 4x4, 2004 factory recon, Duetz
diesel/3363 hours, 90% paint and rubber. Nice job
ready machine! $16500

1999 SkyJack SJ8831 4x4, 31ft platform height, Ford
dual fuel w/2400 hours, generator, deck extension,
serviced and job ready! $13500

1994 Trak 6036, 6000#, 36ft lift, 60in carriage, Cummins
diesel, foam tires, serviced and ready to go! $19900

1998 Traverse TL6035, 6000#, 37ft lift, Cummins turbo
w/3800 hours, 4 wheel drive, 2-4 and crab steer, tilt
frame, 72in traversing boom! $25900

(5) 2001 Snorkel S1930’s, 19ft platform height, only
30in wide!, deck ext, non marking tires. $4200/ea

2000 Skyjack SJ8841 4x4, 41ft platform height, Ford
dual fuel w/2078 hours, deck extension, job ready!
$16500

1998 Genie Z34/22N, 34ft platform height, electric, 22ft
horizontal reach, non marking tires, 48in wide! $15500

1998 Genie Z34/22 4x4, 34ft platform height articulated boom lift, 4 wheel drive, Kubota dual fuel, 22ft
of horizontal reach, jib. (3) like units available - 2625,
2875 and 3020 hours. $17500/ea

High-Lift Wholesale, Inc.
1239 Shappert Dr.
Machesney Park, IL 61115

800-888-4884
815-282-8425

Fax: 815-282-8592
www.highliftwholesale.com

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

2000 JLG 600S, 60ft platform height, Ford dual fuel,
3000 hours, 8ft basket genset. $29500

MARKETPLACE

Call us with
your trade-ins
and excess
equipment!

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

MARKETPLACE

Steel Erection Job

24" Wide Travel Position

Outriggers Swing
for Tight Spot Set Up

800-452-5011 SPYDERCRANE.com llc
E-mail: sales@smileyliftingsolutions.com
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Radio Remote Control-Standard • Turn-Over-Protection-Standard
360° Continuous Rotation Standard • Engine Types: Gasoline - Propane - Electric - Diesel

MARKETPLACE

The Most Remarkable
New Machine in Decades
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MARKETPLACE

A Parts Supplier to the Aerial Lift Industry

MARKETPLACE

Ultimate
Services Inc.

Distributor
for:

Kansas City, MO

866-636-0874
Fax 816-584-1285

t

Tire Covers and Diapers to protect
your floors from drips and scuffs.
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2/3rds of the
U.S. is covered
in 2 days by
Ground Shipping.

Now offering

and

Bycan
Chargers
and Parts

Celebrating
our
7th Year

MARKETPLACE

570-656-9222 • Fax: 570-992-0229
Bought from PPL Electric Utilities,
1000 lbs Max Platform Load, 105'
Max Working Height, 61' Max Side
Outreach, Approx. 30,340 lbs
without Truck Chassis

 "2/.4/ 3+9,)&4 3($4
s/n 3458-044

 

Bought from PPL Electric Utilities, 1000 lbs
Max Platform Load, 105'
Max Working Height,
61' Max Side Outreach,
Approx. 30,340 lbs
without Truck Chassis

 

,OC IN %FFORT 0!
570-656-9222 • Fax: 570-992-0229

,OC IN %FFORT 0!

570-656-9222 • Fax: 570-992-0229
		

Sign Up NOW

Construction Challenge 5K Run/Walk
Proof ads
at ConExpo • March 13, 2008

Benefits the AEM Construction
Challenge initiative. Hosted
by Maximum Capacity Media,
sponsored by Terex Corp.
For more information about this event or to register, go to
www.constructchallengerun.com.

Grab a Joystick Controller
from our stock and
get back to Work
tomorrow
(We’ll ship it today)

419-352-7110

www.HindleyParts.com

NEW & REMANUFACTURED PARTS FOR NEARLY ALL BRANDS OF BOOM LIFTS & SCISSOR LIFTS

CHARGERS
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In cooperation with the
CONEXPO-CONAGG 2008
Exposition in Las Vegas, NV

TILT SENSORS

SOLENOIDS

MOTORS

SWITCHES

MID COUNTRY
MACHINERY, INC.

3478 5th Ave S
Fort Dodge, IA 50501

Forklifts

Forklifts

2007 SkyTrak 10054, 10,000lb cap, 54ft reach,
NEW, $P.O.R.

1997 Carelift 6037, 6,000lb cap, 37ft reach,
2,574hrs, $27,000

2007 SkyTrak 6042, 6,000lb cap, 42ft reach,
NEW, $P.O.R.

2006 JCB 524-50, 5,000lb cap, 24ft reach,
EROPS, 200hrs, $45,000

2007 SkyTrak 6036, 6,000lb cap, 36ft reach,
NEW, $P.O.R.

2004 JCB 520, 5,000lb cap, 20ft reach,
2,232hrs, $28,000

2003 SkyTrak 6042, 6,000lb cap, 42ft reach,
OROPS, 1,100hrs, $49,000

1998 Traverse 6035, 6,000lb cap, 35ft reach,
600hrs, $32,000

2006 SkyTrak 6036, 6,000lb cap, 36ft reach,
Full warranty, 500hrs, $58,000

2003 Case 586G, 6,000lb cap, 21ft straight mast,
4WD, 2,706hrs, $35,000

(3) 2004 SkyTrak 6036, 6,000lb cap, 36ft reach,
Good cond, appx 1,900hrs, $39,500ea
2007 JLG G6-42A, 6,000lb cap, 42ft reach,
EROPS, Sidetilt, NEW, $P.O.R.
2007 JLG G5-19A, 5,000lb cap, 19ft reach,
EROPS, NEW, $P.O.R.
2005 Mustang 634, 6,000lb cap, 34ft reach,
541hrs, $45,000
2007 JLG 400S, SkyPower,
4WD, Diesel,
$57,500

2005 Pettibone 8044, 8,000lb cap, 44ft reach,
1,444hrs, $53,000
1998 Lull 644B-37, 6,000lb cap, 37ft reach,
4,150hrs, $32,500
1998 Carelift 6044, 6,000lb cap, 44ft reach,
3,315hrs, $29,500

2005 Gehl RS6, OROPS,
6,000lb cap, 36ft reach,
1,100hrs, $45,000

Manlifts

1998 Upright AB46, 45’ boomlift, 2WD, 1,431hrs,
Dual fuel, Good Cond, $14,950
2000 Genie Z45/22, 45ft articulated boomlift,
2306hrs, 4WD, Diesel, 2,400hrs, $27,500
2000 Genie S60, 60’ boomlift, 4WD,
2,970hrs, dual fuel, $32,500
(3) 2007 JLG 400S, 40’ boomlift, 4WD, Diesel,
Skypower, approx 500hrs, $57,500ea.
(3) 2007 JLG 400S, 40’ boomlift, 4WD, Diesel,
2500W Generator, approx 500hrs, $53,500ea

2007 SkyTrak 8042, OROPS,
8,000lb cap,
42ft reach, $69,000

1998 Genie Z54/22, 45’ articulated boomlift,
4WD, Dual fuel, 3,179hrs, $22,900
1997 JLG 40HA, 40’ boomlift, 4WD,
Dual fuel, 2,540hrs, $18,500

sales.midcountry.com

z

800-206-5936
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2007 JLG G9-43A, EROPS,
Sidetilt, 9,000lb cap, 43ft reach
$P.O.R.

4734 Sergeant Rd.
Waterloo, IA 50701

MARKETPLACE

52’ reach, 48” tilt carriage, stabilizers, new tires, $47,500

H #8405, 2006 Lull 1044C-54 II, OROPS, 10,000# cap.,

54’ reach, 4x4x4, q-connect, tilt carriage, JD diesel, $74,500

H #8406, 2006 Lull 1044C-54 II, OROPS, 10,000# cap.,

54’ reach, 4x4x4, q-connect, tilt carriage, JD diesel, $82,500

H #8408, 1999 Lull 1044C-54, OROPS, 10,000# cap.,

54’ reach, tilt carriage, $44,500

H #8411, 2003 Lull 644E-42, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 42’ reach,

tilt carriage, $39,500

H #7587, 2000 Lull 644D-34, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 34’ reach,

4x4, $32,500

2006 Skytrak 6036, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 2006 Skytrak 6042 Tier II, OROPS,
36’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights,
6,000# cap., 42’ reach, 48” carriage,
aux. hyd., $56,500
work lights, aux. hyd., $62,500

1999 Lull 1044C-54, OROPS, 10,000#
cap., 54’ reach, tilt carriage, $44,500

H #8412, 2004 JCB 506C HL, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 42’ reach,

q-connect, Perkins diesel, $39,500

H #ST027, 2005 Skytrak 6036, EROPS, heater, 6,000# cap.,

36’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $48,500

H #ST036, 2006 Skytrak 6042, EROPS, heater, 6,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $62,500

H #ST040, 2006 Skytrak 6042, EROPS, heater, 6,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $61,500

H #ST028, 2005 Skytrak 6042, EROPS, heater, 6,000# cap.,

2006 Lull 1044C-54 II, OROPS, 10,000#
cap., 54’ reach, 4x4x4, q-connect, tilt
carriage, JD diesel, $74,500

2006 Skytrak 8042, OROPS, 8,000# cap., 2005 Skytrak 10054, EROPS, heater,
42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights,
10,000# cap., 54’ reach, 48” carriage,
aux. hyd., $66,500
work lights, aux. hyd., $74,500

Illinois
Truck & Equipment
320 Briscoe Dr.
Morris, Illinois

www.iltruck.com
sales@iltruck.com
800-941-2133

Nationwide Delivery!
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H #8541, 2000 New Holland LM860, OROPS, 10,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, aux. hyd., $57,500

H #ST015, 2005 Skytrak 6042, OROPS, 6,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $52,500

H #7840, 2005 Skytrak 6042, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 42’ reach,

48” tilt carriage, 48” q-tach forks, foam filled tires, $52,500

H #ST032, 2006 Skytrak 8042, EROPS, heater, 8,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $64,500

H #ST022, 2005 Skytrak 8042, EROPS, heater, 8,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, road lights, aux. hyd., $67,500

P.O. Box 176, Walkerton, Indiana 46574 USA

(800)-918-9261 (574)-586-3145

www.polygoncompany.com
Other strategic market groups:
POLYGON TUBE

®

POLYMED™

MARKETPLACE

POLYGON
COMPANY

POLYSLIDE™

POLYSTRUCTURE™

email:sales@polygoncompany.com
1/29/08 4:45:37 PM
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The world’s largest producer
of self-lubricated composite
bushing products.

MARKETPLACE

Semaj Design, LLC
Innovative Industrial Design and Products

Providing Vibration Tolerant Angle and Tilt Solutions

Tilt Switches

Dual and Single Axis to ± 20º
10V – 48V input
Source or Sink Alarm Output

Digital Inclinometers
Dual Axis ± 60º Single Axis ± 180º
RS232 and other outputs available

Auto Leveler

Dual or Single Axis
Provides 2 outputs per axis each
indicating if its corresponding side is low

Custom Tilt and Angle Solutions
*** All Products are RoHS Compliant ***
Call 781-572-1078 or email sales@semajdesign.com
Visit our website at www.semajdesign.com
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Designs, Subsystems and Complete Solutions

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

CODE
BLUE

Where
maneuverability
is critical.

Hard-working machines for hard-working people. That’s the thinking that

Hard-working machines
for hard-working people. That’s the thinking that made SkyTrak
made SkyTrak®all-wheel steer telehandlers the industry’s most popular
all-wheel steer telehandlers the industry’s most popular brand. These machines are basic,
brand.and
These
machines
areYou
basic,
reliable
friendly.toYou
get the toughestThey’re big, blue and recognized for their strength, reliability, and
reliable
operator
friendly.
get the
powerand
andoperator
maneuverability
handle
the power
and maneuverability
to handle
the toughest
terrain,
the patented
terrain,
the patented
Stabil-Trak system
for improved
stability,
plus versatile
attachments low cost of ownership. But it’s their legendary 90 degree rear-pivot
for improved
stability,
plusservice
versatile
to keep
steering that sets Gradall® telehandlers apart…and provides amaztoStabil-Trak
keep your system
productivity
high. All backed
by the
andattachments
support of JLG.
®
your
productivity
high.
All
backed
by
the
service
and
support
of
JLG.
ing
maneuverability even in the tightest work areas. Operators have a
Visit www.jlg.com/skytrak13 or call 877-JLG-LIFT.
®

®

Visit www.jlg.com/skytrak13 or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

Contact the Skytrak Dealer Nearest You…

Admar Supply Co., Inc.
1950 Brighton-Henrietta TL Rd.
rochester, ny 14623
800-836-2367
www.admarsupply.com
Serving Upstate NY

Equipment Depot of Illinois
2545 Northwest Parkway        
Elgin, IL 60124
847-836-5005
Toll Free 888-486-5534
www.eqdepot.com

Birkey’s Construction
Equipment Co.
1801 E. University Ave.
Urbana, IL 61802
217-337-1781
www.birkeys.com

• Rockford, IL
888-486-5534

SkyTCabAd_laD5.indd 1

• Mattoon, IL
   217-235-3158
• galesburg, IL
   309-341-4360
• hudson, IL
   309-726-1132

Norris Sales Company Inc.
• PENNSYLVANIA
1300 East Ridge Pike
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
610-279-5777
• NEW JERSEY
668 Berlin Cross Keys Road
	Sicklerville, NJ 08081
856-740-1400
www.norrissales.com
info@norrissales.com

clear view of the job site while enjoying the comfort and efficiencies
designed into cabs. Plus, all Gradall models can be equipped with a
wide selection of versatile attachments.

For the high level performance you need to turn a profit, nothing outmaneuvers a Gradall. Visit www.jlg.com/gradall14 or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

Contact the GRADALL Dealer Nearest You…

12/21/06 12:03:44 PM

Aerial Lift, a Division of
Forklifts, Inc.
741 Independence Ave.
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
717-766-9313
Toll Free: 800-548-2070
www.forkliftsinc.com
• Lancaster, PA
• Williamsport, PA
If you are a contracted
dealer with Gradall and
would like to be listed in the
above dealer program please
contact....800-231-8953.

Coast Crane Co.
4680 West Capitol Ave.
West Sacramento, CA 95691
916-371-0682
www.coastcrane.com
• 800-400-2726
   San Leandro, CA

WEB EQUIPMENT
22 Perchwood Drive
FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22405
800-225-3858
www.webequipment.com
cmorris@webequipment.com
• YORKTOWN, VA
757-897-8808

If you are a contracted dealer with SKYTRAK and would like to be listed in
the dealer program please contact....800-231-8953.
and
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Everything you need.
Nothing you don’t.
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EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Dealer Nearest You…

Arts Rental Equipment & Supply
Newport, KY
Serving Kentucky, Ohio & Indiana
877-341-ARTS
www.artsrental.com
info@artsrental.com

Hertz Equipment Rental (continued)

Coastline Equipment
325 North 5th Street, Bldg. A
sacramento, ca 95814
916-440-8090
Fax: 916-440-8094
www.coastlineequipment.com

whisenhunt@coastlineequipment.com

• bonnyville, aB
   780-812-3433
• calgary Meridian, AB
   403-248-5414
• calgary 25th Street, AB
   403-287-9494
• fort mcmurray, AB
   780-743-6233
• anzac, AB
   780-334-2024
• fort saskatchewan, AB
   780-992-7218
• grande prairie, AB
   780-538-9499
• red deer, AB
   403-342-7220

• santa ana, ca
   714-265-6550

• rocky mountain house, ab
   403-845-7523

Crawler Supply Co. Inc.
6413 Airline Hwy.
baton rouge, la 70805
225-357-7515
888-772-9505
www.crawlersupply.com

• whitecourt, AB
   780-778-4411

Folcomer Equipment Corp.
629 South Philadelphia Blvd.
ABERDEEN, MD 21001
800-737-0049
www.folcomer.com

• Lloydminster , AB
   780-875-3202
• surrey, BC
   604-599-7368
• regina, SK
   306-775-2214
• saskatoon, SK
   306-242-5853

• Baltimore
   800-218-9462

• brandon, mb
   204-729-8267

• frederick
   800-915-2550

• winnipeg, mb
   204-488-4929

• greenwood
   800-756-9433

• dryden, Mb
   807-223-4555

• upper marlboro
   800-227-3580

• thunder bay, on
   807-345-8825

H&E Equipment Services
Edward Allan
Branch Manager
5433 Randolph Blvd.
San Antonio, TX 78233
Phone: 210-655-0048
Fax: 210-655-2246
Cell: 210-669-8392

H P Lift & Loader Inc.
420 S. Outer Dr.
saginaw, mi 48601
989-754-1465
rwebber@hpforklift.com

Hertz Equipment Rental
6110 86th Street
edmonton, ab
780-461-2900
www.hertz.com
• edmonton 86th Steet, AB
   780-435-3711
• edmonton 50th Street, AB
   780-465-2100

er

ryk
t
S
/
t
gh

Goli
3 5 Year Warranty

3 Rotates

370º x 135º
Vertical Sweep

3 500,000

Candle Power

3 Wireless
Remote
Controls

RJB Equipment, Inc.
3955 W Quail Ave.
LAS VEGAS, NV 89118
702-876-6666
rjbjillburns@msn.com

For a distributor call

Ross Equipment Rentals
5825 W. Van Buren St.
Phoenix, AZ 85043
602-470-1000
www.rossrents.com

info@golight.com

If you are a contracted dealer with carelift and would like to be listed in the
above dealer program please contact.... 800-231-8953.

800-557-0098

Fax: (308) 278-2525
(308) 278-3131

www.golight.com
37146 Old Hwy. 17
Culbertson, NE 69024
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• reno, nv
   775-972-7677

and

Bison Scaffold & Mason Supply Inc.
107 Thielman Drive
buffalo, ny 14206
716-821-1995
www.bisonscaffold.com

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Contact the

EQUIPMENT DEALERS
• Wausau, WI 54401
800-242-7113
ATS Clayton
9270 Princeton-Glendale Road
hamilton, oh 45011
513-860-2820
www.atsclayton.com
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American State
Equipment
2055 South 108th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53227
414-541-8700
800-236-6900
www.amstate.com

Crown Power & Equipment Co.
1881 Prathersville Road        
columbia, mo 65202
573-443-4541
www.crown-power.com

Hoover Forklift Sales
7512 Sharpsburg Pike
BOONSBORO, MD 21713
301-791-6830
Serving all of Maryland

• eldon, mo
573-392-0230

Mid-South Equipment Co.
1609 Church Road
chattanooga, tn 37421
423-899-1219
Fax 423-892-0508
www.midsouthequipment.com

• jefferson city, mo
573-636-5281
Giar & Sons Equipment, Inc.
DUTTON, MI 49316
HOWELL, MI 48843
877-597-2412
www.giarandsons.com

Power-Up Equipment Rental Inc.
8 Priscilla Lane Unit #6
Auburn, NH 03032
603-668-LIFT (5438)
www.poweruprental.com

Service Scaffold Co. Inc.
29 Railroad Ave.
South Fallsburg, NY 12779
Sales • Rental • Service
845-434-8888
800-724-0553
www.servicescaffold.com
Valco Equipment Inc.
7801 Freedom Ave. NW
North Canton, OH 44720
800-245-5528
www.valcoequipment.com
If you are a contracted dealer with
Pettibone and would like to be
listed in the above dealer program
please contact.... 800-231-8953.

POWER, versatility and innovation. They’re what you expect from a world-leading
equipment manufacturer. And they’re what you get with the new family of
JLG® all-wheel steer telehandlers. With capacities from 6,600 to 12,000 pounds
and reach heights from 42 to 55 feet, JLG telehandlers help you handle any job site
challenge. Plus, all JLG telehandlers can be equipped with our exclusive QuickSwitch attachments. Get more power, more capacity and more height.
Ask for JLG and get the power to do more.

lift More

material
here

Visit www.jlg.com/jlgtele8 or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

strength
here

Contact the JLG Dealer Nearest You…

CL Boyd
4220 West Reno Ave.
oklahoma city, ok 73107
800-652-2693
www.clboyd.com
clboydgroup@clboyd.com
• lawton, ok
800-633-2693

Coast Crane Co.
8250 5th Ave. S.
Seattle, WA 98108
800-669-2726
www.coastcrane.com
• 800-400-2726
    Tacoma, WA
    W. Sacramento, CA
    San Leandro, CA
JPS Equipment, LLC
198 Sterling Avenue
west monroe, la 71294
318-398-9030
www.ipsequips.com

PDQ Rentals
10826 Shoemaker Ave.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
800-300-9997
sales@pdqrentals.com
RMS Rentals
12520 Quentin Ave S. Suite 100
Savage, MN 55378
952-895-7033
www.rmsequipment.com

WEB EQUIPMENT
22 Perchwood Dr.
Fredericksburg, VA 22405
800-225-3858
www.webequipment.com
cmorris@webequipment.com
• Yorktown, VA
757-897-8808

If you are a contracted dealer with JLG and would like to be listed in the above
dealer program please contact.... 800-231-8953.
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Briggs Construction
Equipment
• SOUTH CAROLINA
866-BRIGGS-6
www.briggs-ce.com
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WITH More

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

JLG® TELehandlerS

EQUIPMENT DEALERS
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GEHL • THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR COMPACT EQUIPMENT

gehl.com

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Contact the

Dealer Nearest You…

Giar & Sons Equipment,
Inc.
3258 Industrial Drive
DUTTON, MI 49316
877-597-2412
www.giarandsons.com

H&E Equipment Services (continued)

• MISSOULA, MT
406-728-4842
800-766-5361
• JACKSON, MS
601-939-7777
877-564-2346

• HOWELL, MI
517-545-7507

H&E Equipment Services
www.he-equipment.com

• CHARLOTTE, NC
704-504-2870
Fax 704-504-2873

• little rock, ar
501-568-7867
800-632-0577

• ALBUQUERQUE, NM
505-764-8100
800-310-4887

• phoenix, az
602-232-0600
800-428-3020

• LAS VEGAS, NV
702-320-6500
Fax 702-320-6569

• tucson, az
520-770-1120
Fax 520-770-1018

• RENO, NV
775-358-3323
Fax 775-358-9507

• la mirada, ca
714-522-6590
Fax 714-522-6591

• HOUSTON, TX
713-433-6411
877-321-5249

• colorado springs, co
719-393-1840
Fax 719-393-1835

•Manitou
OGDEN, North
UT America, Inc. - www.manitou-na.com
801-612-0101
Over 250,000 Units
Fax 801-612-0770
Sold Worldwide

• orlando, fl
407-905-5344
877-456-1216

• SALT LAKE CITY, UT
801-974-0388
800-468-0388

Need alternatives?
We got ‘em!
15 Masted models, 18 Telescopic models
Options to suit all of your needs.

15 Masted models, 18 Telescopic models

Need alternatives?
We got ‘em!
Need
Need
Need
alternatives?
alternatives?
Need
alternatives?
We
got
‘em!
We
got
‘em!
We
got
‘em!

• ST. GEORGE, UT
• coeur d’ alene, id
Options
to suit all of your needs.
435-674-2994
208-664-1134
Fax 435-674-2971
800-998-1134
Manitou North America, Inc. - www.manitou-na.com
Over 250,000 Units
S o l d W o r lNorris
d w i dSales
e

• ALEXANDRIA, LA
318-443-7173
800-249-8285
• BATON ROUGE, LA
225-356-6113
800-872-1305
• GONZALES, LA
225-644-2328
888-450-0723
• KENNER, LA
504-467-5906
800-203-1869
• BELGRADE, MT
406-388-2308
Fax 406-388-3459
• BILLINGS, MT
406-259-9720
800-766-3428

Company, Inc.

• pennsylvania
1300 E. Ridge Pike
plymouth meeting, pa 19462
610-279-5777

15
Masted
models,18
18Telescopic
Telescopicmodels
models
15
15
Masted
Masted
models,
models,
18
Telescopic
models
Options
to
suit
all
of
your
needs.
Options
Options
totosuit
suit
all
allofofyour
your
needs.
needs.
15
Masted
models,
18 Telescopic
models

Options to suit all of your needs.

Manitou North America, Inc. - www.manitou-na.com
Manitou
Manitou
North
North
America,
America,
Inc.
Inc.
- www.manitou-na.com
- www.manitou-na.com

Over 250,000 Units
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15
Masted
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Sold Worldwide
• NEW JERSEY
Options
to Dealer
suit all
of your
Contact
the
Manitou
Nearest
You…needs.
668 Berlin Cross Keys Road
	Sicklerville, Nj 08081
Coastline Equipment
Ideal Crane Rental Inc.
Manitou North America, Inc. - www.manitou-na.com
856-740-1400
7725 Security Circle
800-825-0640
O v e r Reno,
2 5 0nv, 89506
000 Units
www.norrissales.com
• Madison, Wi
S o l 775-972-7677
d Worldwide
info@norrissales.com

Six & Mango Equipment,
LLP
8741 Main St.      
FRISCO, TX 75034
972-335-2731
www.sixandmango.com

Valco Equipment Inc.

7801 Freedom Ave. NW
North canton, oh 44720
800-245-5528
www.valcoequipment.com

If you are a contracted dealer with GEHL and would like to be listed in
the above dealer program please contact....800-231-8953.

Fax: 775-972-7699
www.coastlineequipment.com

• Oshkosh, Wi
• Milwaukee, Wi
• LaCrosse, Wi

Fallsway Equipment
Company, Inc.

TES Inc.

whisenhunt@coastlineequipment.com

1277 DeValera Ave.
PO Box 4537
akron, oh 44310
800-458-7941
www.fallsway.com

286 Central Ave.
S. kearny, nj 07032
973-589-4100
Fax: 973-589-4811
www.tes-inc.net
Email: info@tes-inc.net

If you are a contracted dealer with MANITOU and would like to be listed
in the above dealer program please contact.... 800-231-8953.
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• BOISE, ID
208-388-3323
800-961-9796

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

Need alternatives?
We got ‘em!

EQUIPMENT DEALERS
ATS Clayton
9270 Princeton-Glendale Road
hamilton, oh 45011
513-860-2820
www.atsclayton.com
Bracing Systems
4N 350 Old Gary Ave.
hanover park, il 60133
888-259-4740
• mokena, il
888-898-8671
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To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

ABC Equipment Rentals & Sales
29 Pearl Road
brunswick/cleveland, oh 44212
330-220-4545
www.abcequipment.com

Contact the Mustang Dealer Nearest You…
Cypress Equipment
Services Inc.
6637 Airline Hwy.
BATON ROUGE, LA 70805
225-355-4377
800-325-6140
www.cypressequipmentservices.com
email: cfisher@cypressbr.com
Dixequip Inc.
4650 S. Sam Houston Parkway E.
houston, tx 77048
713-987-0206
Toll Free 877-635-7375
www.dixequip.com

Dynamic Equipment Corp.
9879 San Fernando Road
pacoima, ca 91331
800-640-1087
Evans Equipment Co. Inc.
Serving Michigan
810-744-4840
evansequipmentcompany.com
eecsales@mycomcast.com
R.S. Rental & Equipment Co.
2900 County Street
somerset, ma 02726
508-672-1051
www.rsequipment.com

If you are a contracted dealer with mustang and would like to be listed in the
above dealer program please contact.... 800-231-8953.

Titan Liftco LLC
N 116 W 16800
GERMANTOWN, WI 53022
262-253-9000
www.liftcoaerials.com
W.R. Scott Equipment, LTD
7290 18th St.
Edmonton, ab Canada
888-440-5040
www.wrscottequipment.com
• airdrie, ab canada
877-948-9732
Ward Equipment LLC
1220 N. Liberty Circle
GREENSBURG, IN 47240
812-662-7668
www.wardequip.com

80" horizontal placement system is
only available on Lull telehandlers.

Hit the mark
every time with the
Lull 80" horizontal
placement system

When accuracy
means everything…
trust Lull telehandlers.
Visit www.jlg.com/lull13
or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

Abele Tractor & Equipment
72 Everett Road
Albany, NY 12205
518-438-4444
www.abeletractor.com
Aerial Lift, a Division of
Forklifts, Inc.
741 Independence Ave.
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
717-766-9313
Toll Free: 800-548-2070
www.forkliftsinc.com
• Lancaster, PA
• Williamsport, PA

Arrow Equipment, LLC
1516 Glendale Dr.
Greensboro, NC 27406
800-451-6819
www.arrowequipinc.com

Briggs Construction
Equipment
• SOUTH CAROLINA
866-BRIGGS-6
www.briggs-ce.com

Coast Crane Co. (continued)

• Columbia, SC
866-880-8365

Coast Crane Co.
5601 NE Columbia Blvd.
Portland, OR 97218
888-881-2726
www.coastcrane.com

Marr Scaffolding Company
1 D Street
SOUTH BOSTON, MA 02127-2466
617-269-7200
www.marrscaffolding.com

• 800-400-2726
   Medford, OR
   Bakersfield, CA
   San Diego, CA
   City of Industry, CA

Pride Equipment Corp.
150 Nassau Ave.
ISLIP, NY 11751
800-564-7743
www.prideequipment.com

Boston Equipment & Supply
142 Main Street
SALEM, NH 03079
603-890-4948
800-696-7368
Bracing Systems Inc
4N 350 Old Gary Ave.
hanover park, il 60133
888-259-4740
www.bracingsystems.com

• 800-770-7610
   Anchorage, AK
• 888-727-2637   
   Surrey, BC

If you are a contracted dealer with LULL and would like to be listed in the
above dealer program please contact.... 800-231-8953.
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Contact the Lull
Dealer Nearest You…

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

The ability to place a load
safely, accurately and
efficiently is the most
important action
a telehandler operator
needs to perform. And
since 1959, the Lull
80" horizontal placement
system has provided
greater reach, improved
operator confidence and
more precise placement.
Now, they’re backed by the
full support of JLG.

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

“These guys trust me.
	I trust Lull.® ”

Industry
TIPS

Solving Hydraulic System
Overheating Problems

O

By Brendan Casey

verheating ranks No. 2 on the list of most common problems
with hydraulic equipment. Unlike leaks, which are the No. 1
problem, the causes of overheating and its remedies are often
not well understood by maintenance personnel.

Why do hydraulic systems overheat?

Heating of hydraulic fluid in operation is caused by inefficiencies,
which result in losses of input power that are converted to heat. A
hydraulic system’s heat load is equal to the total power lost (PL) through
inefficiencies and can be expressed as:
PLtotal = PLpump + PLvalves + PLplumbing + PLactuators
If the total input power lost to heat is greater than the heat dissipated,
the hydraulic system will eventually overheat. Installed cooling capacity
typically ranges between 25 and 40 percent of input power, depending
on the type of hydraulic system.

How hot is “too hot”?

Hydraulic fluid temperatures above 82° C (180° F) damage most seal
compounds and accelerate degradation of the oil. While the operation
of any hydraulic system at temperatures above 82° C should be avoided,
fluid temperature is too high when viscosity falls below the optimum
value for the hydraulic system’s components. This can occur well below
82° C, depending on the fluid’s viscosity grade.

Maintaining stable hydraulic fluid temperature

To achieve stable fluid temperature, a hydraulic system’s capacity to
dissipate heat must exceed its heat load. For example, a system with
continuous input power of 100 kW and an efficiency of 80 percent needs
to be capable of dissipating a heat load of at least 20 kW. Assuming this
system has a designed cooling capacity of 25 kW, anything that increases
heat load above 25 kW or reduces the cooling system’s capacity below 25
kW will cause the system to overheat.

How to beat the heat

There are two solutions to overheating problems in hydraulic systems:
Decrease heat load or increase heat dissipation. Hydraulic systems
dissipate heat through the reservoir, so check the reservoir fluid level
and, if low, fill to the correct level. Check that there are no obstructions
to airflow around the reservoir, such as a buildup of dirt or debris.
Inspect the heat exchanger and ensure that the core is not blocked.
The ability of the heat exchanger to dissipate heat is dependent on the
flow-rate and temperature of both the hydraulic fluid and the cooling air
Brendan Casey has more than 18 years experience in the maintenance,
repair, and overhaul of mobile and industrial hydraulic equipment. For more
information on reducing the operating cost and increasing the uptime of your
hydraulic equipment, visit his website, www.InsiderSecretsToHydraulics.com.
and
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circulating through the exchanger. Check the performance of all cooling
circuit components and replace as necessary.
An infrared thermometer can be used to check the performance of a
heat exchanger, provided the design flow-rate of hydraulic fluid through
the exchanger is known. To do this, measure the temperature of the
oil entering and exiting the exchanger and substitute the values in the
following formula:
kW = L/min x ΔT °C
34.5
Where: kW = heat dissipation of exchanger in kilowatts
L/min = oil flow through the exchanger in liters per minute
ΔT °C = inlet oil temperature minus outlet oil temperature in Celsius
For example, if the measured temperature drop across the exchanger
is 4° C (39° F) and the design oil flow-rate is 90 L/min, the exchanger is
dissipating 10 kW of heat. Relating this to a system with a continuous
input power of 100 kW, the exchanger is dissipating 10 percent of input
power. If the system is overheating, it means either there’s a problem in
the cooling circuit or the capacity of the exchanger is insufficient for the
ambient operating conditions.
On the other hand, if the measured temperature drop across the
exchanger is 10° C (50° F) and the design oil flow-rate is 90 L/min, the
exchanger is dissipating 26 kW of heat. Relating this to a system with
a continuous input power of 100 kW, the exchanger is dissipating 26
percent of input power. If the system is overheating, this means that the
efficiency of the system has fallen below 74 percent.

Pressure drop means heat

Where there is a pressure drop without useful work, heat is generated.
This means that any component in the system that has abnormal,
internal leakage will increase the heat load on the system and can cause
the system to overheat. This could be anything from a cylinder that is
leaking high-pressure fluid past its piston seal to an incorrectly adjusted
relief valve. Identify and change out any heat-generating components.
A common cause of heat generation in closed-center circuits is the
setting of relief valves below, or too close to, the pressure setting of the
variable-displacement pump’s pressure compensator. This prevents
system pressure from reaching the setting of the pressure compensator.
Instead of pump displacement reducing to zero, the pump continues
to produce flow, which passes over the relief valve, generating heat. To
prevent this problem in closed-center circuits, the pressure setting of the
relief valve(s) should be at least 250 psi above the pressure setting of the
pump’s pressure compensator
Operating a hydraulic system when the fluid is over temperature is
similar to operating an internal combustion engine with high coolant
temperature. Damage is guaranteed. Therefore, whenever a hydraulic
system starts to overheat, shut it down, identify the cause, and fix it. ■
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SKYJACK’S NEW
SJ 61T and SJ 66T BOOMS

See them at CONEXPO. Blue Lot B-958 Gold Lot G-300

We’re in the business of engineering

reliable lift solutions

by people who care.
For information call 1-800-265-2738
or visit us online at www.skyjack.com

